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Democrats One Grand Weekend
select 10 for
state caucus

1

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Ten
Calloway
County
Democrats will travel to
Lexington Saturday to join their
peers across the state in selecting delegates who will attend
the August Democratic National
Convention in Denver, Colo.
Dunng a brief county and
congressional district caucus
meeting at Playhouse in the
Part over the weekend, 23 party
members made nominations and
cast ballots to elect local delegates to the state caucus at the
Lexington Convention Center
June 7.
Based on the vote in
Calloway County during the
May 20 primary, seven delegates were selected to represent
presidential hopeful Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton, D-NY. and
three to represent Illinois Sen.
Barack Obama.

Those elected to represent ,
Clinton include party ViceChairman
Kathy
Jo
Stubblefield, Dottie Lyons. Kay
Nanney, Rob Edd Parish, Sue ,
Hood, James Chamberlain and '
Treasurer David Ramey. Those
chosen to represent Obama
include Sarah Denham, Frank
Crider and Dann Patterson.
Three alternates were also chosen including Clinton supporters
Effie Kemp and Shayna Millizer
and Obama supporter Linda ,
Murphy
Stubblefield said those elected will join with their political
peers across the state to determine who will travel to the I
national convention Aug. 25-28. I
The Calloway County delegation is part of the 1st District •
State Convention.
Chamberlain, chairman of

See Page 3A

UMW llstay photo
Linde Jimenez prepares to enter her new home Saturday. Jimenez, of Mayfield, was the
winner of the United Way Grand Hone Giveaway drawing held Saturday afternoon.

Despite skepticism, winning
home is grand for Jimenez
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
When she got the call
Saturday afternoon, Linda
Jimenez was MOTE than d little
skeptical.
'I thought it was a telernarketer,' she said laughing.
The message was simple
but packed a big surprise
Jimenea's name was drawn for
the United Way of Murray and
ERIC WAL(EIVLadger & Times Calloway County's inaugural
The remains of a power pole that was knocked down in an Grand Home Giveaway.
apparent traffic hit-and-run Sunday afternoon were on the
'It was quite the surprise.'
ground at the intersection of LP Miller and Poplar streets.
she said.
Jimenez, who lives in
Mayfield, toured the home
Saturday afternoon following
the drawing. She had been to
ERIC WALXERitedoer & Times
Marion, Ill., Sunday to get her Jessica Eldridge with Calloway County 4-H, one of the
husband, who had been agencies served by United Way, draws the name of Linda
released from the Veterans Jimenez out of some 3,000 purchased for a chance at the
Staff Report
Affairs Hospital there, so the United Way's Dream Home.
A Sunday afternoon power outage affected residents. as well a weekend was a busy one
Mayfield," Jimenez recalled.
Money raised will go to
commercial and Industrial customers. of Murray Electric Symms. I and a happy one.
"I was with my grand- benefit the 12 Murray and
According to Mike Wilson. a superintendent with MES, the outAccording to Jimenez, she
age occurred when a vehicle reportedly hit a power pole at L.P. thought the drawing had daughter, so she'll probably Calloway County agencies
Miller and Poplar streets then left the scene
already taken place and that keep reminding me of that I'll under the local United Way's
her name wasn't the one pulled have to owe her for a long umbrella. And that sense of
community has resonated
frcci
some 3,000 tickets that time."
III See Page 2A
Even though she currently throughout the inaugural camwere purchased at $100 a
resides a county away -- paignchance for the home.
'A lot of people have
She had been down this where she has for the past nine
'INDEX•
us,'
said
Peg
road before when she had pur- years — she and her husband helped
Torwarr
, chased a ticket for the St. Jude are planning on making the Billington, Murray-Calloway
IWO
NM
01E111
CloudyMostly
Dream Home in Paducah last move to Calloway County and United Way director, "This
PRIES
year. So when she was con- their new home in Briarcrest was the largest undertaking
desdasis
Skies
tacted following the actual Subdivision on Mitchell we've ever attempted and I
Drive.
consider it a success because
drawing, she was shocked.
6A Cesiamay
But despite winning the we made money for our agen'When
I
saw
you
all
were
hem
4.1i
Turner
doing one, I wanted to do it. I house, Jimenez was glad to cies."
Partly
A 'arge crowd gathered at
got the ticket in February at contribute to a worthy cause.
5*
ailwase
MEMO=
Cloudy
1 like the fact all the
US Bank tin Murray) since
1
Sates
Sawa
they weren't selling them in money stays in the communiMI See Page 2A
ty,• she said

Hit-and-nun causes
Sunday power outage
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Kennedy
undergoes
surgery
on tumor
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy will undergo
surgery today at Duke University
Medical Center for his cancerous
brain tumor and then faces
chemotherapy and radiation treatment, his office said.
The 76-year-old senator was
diagnosed last month with a malignant glioma, an especially lethal
type of brain tumor. A statement
from the Massachusetts Democrat's
office said he would be operated on
Monday
morning in
Durham.
NE.. by one
of
the
nation's top
neurosurgeons, Dr.
Allan
Friedman,
followed by
chemotherapy and radiation.
Anthony
Coley.
a
Kennedy
spokesman.
Sen. Edward
said the surwas
gery
Kennedy
scheduled to
begin around 9 a.m. and eapecteil
last about six hours He expects 0
remain at the North Carolina facility
for one week to recuperate and then
will begin further treatments at
Massachusetts General Hospital and
start chemotherapy.
"I am deeply grateful to the people of Massachusetts and to my
friends, colleagues and so many others across the country and around
the world who have expressed their
support and good wishes as I tackle
this new and unexpected health
challenge," Kennedy said in the
statement. "I am humbled by the
outpouring and am stavngthesed by
your prayers and kindness."
Kennedy said that over the past
few days he and his wife. Vicki,
"along with my outstanding team of
doctors at Massachusetts General
Hospital. have consulted with
experts from around the country and
have decided that the hest course of
action for my brain tumor is targeted
surgery followed bs chemotherapy
and radiation."
Kennedy said he selected a team
of neuro-oncologists from Boston's
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Duke University Medical Center.
Friedman is "one of the thought
leaders" and a giant in the field of
neuro-oncology. said Dr Otis
Brawley. chief medical officer of the
American Cancer Society, speaking
from Chicago. where more than
30,000 cancer specialists are attending an American Society of Clinical
Oncology conference.
Friedman is chief of the division
of neurosurgery in the surgical
department at Duke and also codirector of the rieuro-oncologs
department there. His clinical interests are brain tumors, skull-based
tumors, peripheral nerve surgery.
pituitary rumors and cerebrovaseular
disaster, according to his resume on
the medical center's Web site
After his treatment. Kennedy
said, "I look forward to returning to
the United States Senat, and re
doing everything I can te help elece
Barack Obama as our next president." Kennedy has endorsed

U See Page 5A
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ERIC WALKER/Ledger & twos
drawing announcement
A large crowd of hopeful ticket-holders gathered at the United Way Grand Home on Mitchell Dnve Saturday afternoon in preparation for the

II Grand Home...
From Front
the home for the 2 p.m. drawing
Saturday. United Way volunteer
Doug Lawson, who served as
the event's emcee. told several

stories of people who had purchased tickets and their plans
for the home.
He told of one wife who had
purchased a ticket for her husband as a Christmas present and

-It was a hit and run with the

TowitCrler
NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
• The
Heights Water District will
meet tonight at 7 at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Alm° Rd.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital board of
will
meet
trustees
Wednesday at noon at
Spring Creek Health Care in
the Station 3 Dining Room.
III To report a Town Crier
.
:Item, call 753-1916.

their college years then sell it to
pay oft their student loans.
"But we all won because it
helped our 12 agencies," he
added.
Lance
Campaign chair

Allison called the Grand Home
project 'a learning experience"
and said people have already
asked if there will be another
such campaign.
"Maybe ... with some time,"

Allison said.
The amount raised was still
being tabulated and should be
discussed at the United Way
board's next meeting.

pole being the victim.- he said.
Wilson said the power went
off at approximately 2 p.m. and
affected several residents in the
southeast area for approximately
one hour.
"After that it was pretty
much limited to commercial and
industrial users in that area.
However, there were some residents still without power.- he
noted.
He said he couldn't put an
exact figure on the number of
customers who were without
power.
Wilson said the rest of the
power was restored around 8:15
p.m.
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Bridge traffic limited

II Power outage...
From Front

gave it to him in the pocket of a
sports coat. Another tale was of
three college students who
pooled their money together for
a ticket and, upon winning.
planned to live in it throughout
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Staff Report
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet will restrict traffic to
one lane on the U.S. 68/Ky. 80
Eggner's Ferry Bridge at the
Marshall/Trigg county line on
Thursday to allow patching of
the bridge deck.
Lane restrictions will be from
approximately 9 a.m. to approximately 3 p.m.. weather permitting.
Motorists should be prepared
to encounter equipment. naggers. and maintenance personnel
on the bridge deck in close proximity to traffic flow. The68/80
Eggener's Ferry Bridge carries
approrimately 2,5(X) vehicles a
day across Kentucky Lake/The
Tennessee River at the western
entrance to Land Between The
Likes recreation area.
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ERIC wAi KFR/Ledger & Times
Pictured are the winners from Saturday night's Miss. Murray-Calloway
HERE SHE
County Fair Beauty Pageant, held at the Curris Center. They are, from left, Sarah Haley, Miss
Murray-Calloway County Fair; Heather Vasseur, Miss Teen; and Allis Pearson, Miss Pre-Teen.

Clarification
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A WALL OF FOG: Motonsts traveling this morning on U.S. 641 North were met by several
large areas of dense fog.

Murray Ledger & Times Stall
Writer Holly Wise was a contributing writer on Saturday's
Murray State University Board
of Regents story.

MURRAY MEDICAL

Associates
At Murray Medical Associates. you'll bene
high level of medical expertise from
professionals
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Richard Crouch has loi
;he new Murray Medic
: ,:ontintie taking care of
Crogch Kat wink
olkatati4iug pkes!

Heating oil sticker
shock to hit Northeast
PORTLAND, Maine (AP)— While people in most of the country may be worried about their summer air conditioning bills, many
residents in the Northeast are way beyond that: They're already
thinking ahead to next winter's heating bills.
And what those who heat their houses with oil are seeing is giving them sticker shock.
Retail heating oil prices have risen to more than $4.50 a gallon.
nearly double what they were last year at this time. Some oil dealers have delayed rolling out their payment plans for next winter as
the world oil markets continue their wild ride.
Consumers — already on edge with rising gasoline and food
prices — will probably be outraged when they calculate their oil
bills for next winter, said Jamie Py, president of the Maine Oil
Dealers Association.
—There'll be sticker shock." Py said. "Nobody knows what the
price will do. It could go up or the bubble could burst and it could
come crashing back down."
The angst over heating oil prices is particularly acute in New
England, where a higher proportion of people use oil as their primary heating source than any other region, ranging from more than
75 percent in Maine to about 40 percent in Massachusetts. Of the
7.7 million U.S. households that heat with oil. nearly 70 percent
reside in the Northeast. according to the U.S. Department of Energy.
William Foss. 61,of Portland. had his heating oil tank topped off
Thursday with 115 gallons. At $4.52 a gallon, that ran him about
$520 — the most he's ever paid for heating oil. But he didn't want
to wait until fall for fear it'll go even higher. to $5 or $6 a gallon.
"If prices still keep going up, they're going to find people frozen to
death next winter because they won't have the money to buy oil."

Spaghetti Special
WEDNESDAY ONLY

Medium Spaghetti

$2.97

Add Drink for 99e

Spaghetti With Drink

$4.95

Additional Cost For Maatballs
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Necropsy planned on malnourished horse

KentuckrInBrief
Group sprayed with
acid-like substance
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A woman suffered second-degree burns
:and several other people were injured after being sprayed with a haz,ardous substance in Louisville on Saturday night
Police say the spraying came nonng an affercatKin between two
.groups of people in west Louisville
Mai Richard Albers of Louisville Fire & Rescue said six or seven
•
people were burned by the substance Witnesses told Albers that
someone got out of a car and sprayed a small crowd of people before
driving off
Three people were taken to local hospitals for manor iniunes
Albers said he believes the people were sprayed with acid
No arrests have been 'lease. iougi pui.ce continue tu iverstioisie
the incident

School project generates student
interest in 'green' jobs
RUSSELL. Ky (AP) -- An eastern Kentucky school is generating
student interest in "green sobs" by using more alternative energy
sources.
The Russell Area Technology Center plans to install as solar panels on the roof of an outbuilding next week, teacher Doug Keaton
said. Students installed a wind turbine at the school a year ago
The wind and solar systems will be wired into the school's alectiical system and wit supply enough power to light the technology canter building, Keaton said. It is expected to cut about $6,000 per yew
lesm the district's electricity bills, Keaton said.
Although the savings is nice. Keaton said the interest generated
for students in alternative energy careers is more important.
"These guys are being trained for the green Jobs of the future," he
said.
Senior Shawn Stephens said he was impressed by what he
learned about the cleanliness and cost effectiveness of solar arid
wind energy.

Ky. and Ohio bathe over
boulder pulled from river
SOUTH SHORE. Ky. (AP) — 'Vs an 8-ton boulder that for
decades sat, mostly forgotten, in the middle of the nver mat separates Ohio and Kentucky. It was a navigation marker for boaters that
jbecame the canvas for such fine art as a stick figure-like face with
;two dots for eyes and a dot for a nose chiseled into it.
: Was it marked by Native Amencans9 Or was it more of an amuse:ment for the people who plastered names on it such as Kinney, D.
;Ford. F. Ayers and J. White?
Now, this lowly piece of sandstone taken from the Ohio River is at
Ihe center of a debate akin to two kids fighting in the schoolyard over
a ball. In some quarters, its known as 'Our Rock War."
It all began in September when an Ohio historian pulled the rock
;from the water.
•
e Like
many locals on the Kentucky side of the river, retired teacher
•
!Nita Cropper was outraged.
: it belongs to the state of Kentucky," said Cropper, an 81 -year-old
from South Shore. "We taught our children and grandchildren that if
:
Srou took something that was not yours, without permission, you had
to return it. That was stealing."

Residents worried about
dangerous AA Highway
ALEXANDRIA, Ky.(AP) — A crackdown on speeding over a dangerous stretch of highway in northern Kentucky hasn't been enough
to please residents . ..corned about their own safety.
Police have beefed up patrol on the AA Highway southeast of
Cincinnati over the last three months, but residents are still concerned too many motorists are running red lights. There have been
seven fatalities on the highway in Campbell County over the last five
years. and 38 fatalities in all over the course of the highway that
stretches from Ashland to Newport.
About 80 percent of the speeding tickets handed out by police In
Alexandria are to drivers who don't live in Campbell County. Police
chief Keith Hill says the out-of-area speeders aren't familiar with the
lay of the land.
Still, residents are petitioning state lawmakers to create a safer
environment by adding a camera to catch red-light runners and additional turn lanes.

PADUCAH, Ky. (API — Authorities in
Paducah said a necropsy will be performed
on the body of a horse that died after being
seized with five others from a McCracken
County woman's property.
County animal control officer Jeff Brown
said the most seriously malnounsbed of the

aid the other
He ,

hirru.::, had been showing signs ot improse-

ment but worsened Saturday night and was
euthanided.
Authorities charged Linda Kingston with
inhumane treatment of animals
Brown said Kingston blamed the lack of
nutntion on poor quality hay.

ing

I is c list se'. NCI C slisOA -

signs of improvement

The animals were seized Wednesda)
after a yetennanan examined them and said
they were malnourished.
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II Democrat caucus...
From Front
the Murray State University
College Democrats, said he sup-

ports Clinton because her vision
best
for America's future
matches his own; particularly in
the area of education.
"I think she's the candidate
that has solutions to the problems and has the experience to
follow through with her solutions," he said. "I also choose
Clinton on college issues. I just
feel that Obama doesn't have an
effective position on how to
handle interest rates on student
loans and grant money. He says
he's going to give 35,000 to
youth providing public service,
but I don't think it works that
way because we have a tuition
system that increases by a high
percentage every year."
Chamberlain is also the only
local Democrat who is running
as a candidate to attend the
national convention.
Although Obama is expected
to wrap up the needed number
of required national delegates
thic week and Clinton's chances
of being the nominee are bleak,
Parrish and many other supporters believe she should fight on.
"She's still got a shot at it,"
Parrish said. "It's not over with
yet. We've still got two undecided states and the superdelegates
have not all kicked in yet. It's
not over with, by no means. It's
not over until all the votes are
counted."
Crider said he's backing
Obama because the senator represents a badly needed change in
political leadership needed in
Amerian regardless of party
affiliation. "I also feel he can
best represent the Democratic
party," he said. "I believe he can

TOM BERRYtedger & Times

Members of the Calloway County Democratic Party cast their votes to elect local representatives who will attend the party's state convention in Lexington Saturday. Ten persons were chosen; seven to support Hillary Clinton and three to support Barack Obama.

"I see realistic change with scheduled before the meeting. other party members concerning
him. His vision is forward-look- Attempts to contact Calloway any local representation were
Republican Party unsuccessful as of this morning.
ing and realistic." Denham said. County
"He admits that he calinot fix Chairman David Kennedy or
this country alone because he is
only human, but he's a human
that wants to help. That's going
to have a big influence on me,
my children and my future."
Trasylo1°, a drug used to control bleeding during surgery,
The Kentucky Republican
has been linked to kidney failure, dialysis and death. if you
Party state convention is also set
or a loved one had surgery and then developed kidney
for Saturday. June 7. It will be
failure, call us now at 1-800-THE-EAGLE for a free consultation.
hercreatte more jobs for work- held at 1 p.m. at the Sloan We practice law only in Arizona, but associate with lawyers
Bowling
in
Center
Convention
ing:cilia lieopli and more bring
throughout the (ountry.
US LBWS forward motemaiestead Green, Ky.
GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
According to the KRP Web
of sending the country back141004141-E4CLE
. •
site, there were no regional or
114004433246)
ward and further in debt."
•
.can
innw.
Denham. a student at Murray district delegate conventions
State University majoring In
health care, said she chose
Obama because he has a vision
that will move the nation toward
progress. She is also confident
he will help the country make
at "Frie Nkirray Bank,we're doing what we love to do - helpingthe
educational and economic
counties become homeowners. It's
people of Calloway and
progress.
She and her mother, alternate
something -We d0every month ofthe year. With common sense mortgage
Linda Murphy, both support
like Tony Ryan,.we focus on what's hest forlioa and yourfonady.o
leiulem,
changes in the nation's health
care system proposed by
Obama.
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FORUM
Byting the Apple
Old fnends often dub me a "Luddite". The Luddites were
an English sect opposed to technology, somewhat like strict
groups of Amish and Mennonites.
Part of my anti-machine bias was inherited. Granddaddy didn't have a car or a
tractor on the farm. When I gave him a
ballpoint pen for Christmas (which was
also his birthday), he gave it back, preferring the pencil stub in his coat pocket. He
was a big FDR supporter, but one of the
last to have electricity run into the farmhouse. Late in life, he did get a cranked
wall-phone and battery-operated radio. He
never let possessions, especially machines,
possess him. By the time he died, all of
his earthly holdings fit into one old leather
satchel.
By Larry
In a half-hearted sort of way, I have
McGehee
been particularly anti-computers. That grew
Syndicated
out of an earlier resistance to adding
Columnist
machines and calculators. I felt that any
machine that does your math for you
would make your mind detenorate. All the algebra and
trigonometry we had to take in high school--we were told•was supposed to make us able to reason and to think. It
seemed to me that thinking would be jeopardized if school
children started bringing machines to class instead of pencils,
erasers, and brains
Then computers came along, and for consistency's sake I
had to argue against them, too. If using pocket calculators in
class was like bombing your brain, I argued, then the magnified effect of a computer would be like a nuclear holocaust. Sooner or later no one would be left with powers of
logic and calculation except the machines.
I miscalculated the consequences of the coming of computers. and I here publicly confess my grievous fault. My
fall from grace was caused by temptation. I had inveighed
so long and lustily against computers that, Elmer Gantry-like,
I finally tasted the ferbidden fruits of the Apple. I have as
much guilt for being a computer convert as someone else
would have for falling off the wagon.
Oh, I have excuses for the transgression: "Others" made
me do it! The peer pressure of being surrounded by computer freaks at work and the embarrassment of being considered illiterate in front of our daughters at home got to me.
So, too, did the feeling that computer-ese is a foreign language and that I was missing much of what is being said
by increasing numbers of people. They were speaking in
tongues: their COBAL. PLATO, and PASCAL languages and
my King James and Shakespearean prose were from worlds
apart.
Test this alien-ness for yourself. If someone tells you
"there are bugs in the hardware," what image does it conjure
for you? How about 'interface* or "compatibility?" Does
"software" mean "clothing?"
But the main reason for my conversion is that my basic
argument against computers wits annihilated. For, contrary to
robbing the human brain of its exercise, they stretch and tax
the gray matter to limits never tested. The computing
processes are so multiple and so complex that no matter
how much the ads say they are as "easy as a-b-c" the only
way to use them is to out-think them. Unlike a pencil or
even a manual typewriter, which merely functions by rote as
the user subconsciously directs it. a computer requires dialogue between it and its user that pushes the user into mental exercises. Logic and creativity get pushed to neW heights,
and soon the user is hooked.
Now that I think about it, my conversion to computers
comes from my grandmother's side of the family. While
Granddaddy was out trying to get around and along without
wheels, she was at home working crosswords and jigsaws by
the light of a kerosene lamp or fireplace. Those who have
crossword and jigsaw habits quickly understand why a computer is so seductive.
Even so, a PC, no matter how "Personal," is snit a
machine. I haven't backslid enough to see it as some of my
fanatic colleagues do, as a substitute wife that is an
improvement upon the real thing because of the power to
shut it up or off. It is not, as some claim, "user- friendly."
And it needs not, if one is careful, make a slave of the
user for whom it was supposed to slave. As with other
potential vices, a computer is a dangerous thing if it consumes you and becomes habitual. Used in moderation it can
be a servant, a teacher, and an outlet for recreation, with
few harmful side-effects.
I doubt seriously that we can return to being a non-computer society. For that reason, we ought to be anticipating
the addiction problems with which our laws will have to
deal sooner or later. Ultimately we shall need rehab centers,
some place wheie electricity and technology are banned.
Does the U.S. still own any islands?
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Obama's sole focus
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP)
— It's Barac.k Obama's party
now. He beat the ultimate
insider at the insider's game.
And he's already turned his
full-bore
attention to
the general
election
contest
against
Republican
Johr.
McCain.
During a
weekend in
which
Hillary
Politics Rodham
Today
Clinton
By Tom Raum mounted a
likely last
Associated
hurrah in
Press WrIter
Puerto Rico
and national Democrats resolved the
sticky issue of seating Florida and Michigan delegates
under a formula favorable to
Obama, the Illinois senator
took a series of bold steps
to signal his focus was riveted on the fall campaign:
— He severed all remaining ties with his Chicago
church and politically meddlesome pastors who have
preached from its pulpit.
— His campaign
announced he would go to
the lion's den, the site of
this summer's GOP convention in St. Paul, Minn., for a
rally this Tuesday marking
the end of the primary season.
— He stepped up his criticism of McCain. pummeling
him on Iraq, Iran and veterans matters.
Former Democratic Sen.
Tom Daschle, Obama's top
supporter here in South
Dakota and leader of the
effort to round up superdelegates, on Sunday predicted
the floodgates would open
this week as remaining
superdelegates jump on the
Obama bandwagon.
"I think we're going to
have a nominee before the
end of this week," Daschle
said on NBC's "Meet the
Press"
The primary season ends
Tuesday, with contests here
and in Montana. Obama was
spending Sunday, and all of
Saturday, campaigning here.
Obama's complete break
with Trinity United Church
of Christ will provide a
degree of cover for superdelegates poised to endorse him
but possibly still uncomfort•
able about some of his
entanglements.
And the same things that
make it easier for Obama to
cement his victory among
superdelegates will help him
coax independents to swing
his way in the fall.
Obama hasn't yet declared
that his nomination is
inevitable. But he's on the
very edge.
"We are getting very close
to the number, the new number, now that Michigan and
Florida have been added," he

AP

Democratic presidential hopeful. Sen. Barack Obama D-III , waves after speaking at a rally at
the Corn Palace in Mitchell. S.D. Sunday.
told reporters traveling with
him.
"We are getting close to
the number that will give us
the nomination. And if we've
hit that number on Tuesday
night we will announce thAt
— and I think even if we
don't, this is the end of the
primary season," he said.
Thus the in-your face decision to hold Tuesday night's
primary season wrap-up rally
at the Xcel Energy Center,
site of the GOP convention
beginning Sept. I.
"I think it's very importarn for us to pivot and
focus on the clear contrast
that will exist between
Democrats and Republicans
in this election," Obama
said.
Contributing to the
dynamic as Obama heads
toward the general election is
that he has been painted so
poorly by the Clinton campaign — from first portraying him as another manifestation of civil rights leader
Jesse Jackson to suggesting
her rival could be in the
same line as other Democratic nominees who lost badly,
including George McGovern,
the 1972 candidate defeated
by President Nixon in a
landslide.
Clinton once worked for
McGovern's candidacy.
McGovern, also of South
Dakota, earlier supported
Clinton but switched his allegiance to Obama in May

and urged her to drop out of
the race. He described
Obama's lead as "insurmountable" and argued
"Democrats need to be gathering in a united way behind
him."
Despite continued defiant
assertions by Clinton that she
would be a better candidate
against McCain, particularly
in industrial swing states,
even some of her most
ardent supporters are now
subdued, perhaps resigned to
the inevitability of an Obama
candidacy.
"He would niake a good
president, 4nd we're not saying he can't get elected," top
Clinton strategist Harold
Ickes said Sunday.
Clearly, there are some
big general election challenges ahead for Obama.
"Obama has to deal with
the issue of white workingclass reservations about him,
highly social conservative
attitudes." said Andrew
Kohut, president of the independent Pew Research Center.
In many ways. Obama's
resignation from the church
and repudiation of ministers
who made inflammatory
racial comments from its
pulpit should help with this
group.
But more important, said
Kohut, Obama needs to
strongly reach out to independents. "Right now, they're

breaking for Obama. All
elections are about how independent voters break."
Plus, Obama is the first
one to acknowledge that
things happen, and that in a
YouTube world, anything can
rear up instantly and come
close to destroying your
political career — like the
sermons of two preachers
who are among his longtime
acquaintances and supporters.
Remarks by his former
pastor, the Rev. Jeremiah
Wright, inflamed racial tensions. These were reinforced
by recent comments from the
same pulpit by a visiting
pastor, the Rev. Michael
Pfleger, that raised racial
issues and mocked Clinton.
Clips of both were circulated
extensively on YouTube and
shown on television.
"I have to say this was
one I didn't see coming. We
knew there were going to be
some things we didn't see
coming. This was one."
Obama said. "I didn't anticipate my fairly conventional
Christian faith being subject
to such challenge and such
scrutiny. Initially with emails suggesting I was a
Muslim, later with the controversy that Trinity generated."
Tom Raum has covered
Washington for The Associated Press since 1973, including five presidencies.
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Obituaries
Christopher D.(Kip) Clopton M.D.

Christopher D.(Kip)Clopton M.D., 53. lima, Peru, died Frday.
May 23, 2008 at 8:30 p.m. in Chiclayo. Peru.
A graduate of the University of Kentucky Medical School, he
specialized in And was practicing as a radiation oncologist.
Born May 24. 1954. in Murray, Ky., he was the son of the late
James Dale Clopton and Charlyne Crass Clopton.
Survivors include two sons, Army 1st Lt. Joshua Dale Clown
and fiance, Rachel Mesis, Fayetteville, N.C., and Jacob Christopher
Clopton, Chicago, Ill.
A graveside service will he Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday at the
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home.

Vars. Delp Liebe Vass,
Mrs. Evelyn Louise Wilson. 80. Rayburn Road, Murray. died
Saturday, May 31, 2008, at II pm at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband. W.I. Outland; one con,
Ricky Outland: one grandson. Duane Paschall, and one brother-inlaw. Ralph Horton. Born May 30, 1928, in Calloway County. she
was the daughter ot the late Gillus Wilson and Willie Jewell
Holsapple
Survivors include two daughters. Denise Paschall and husband.
Timmy Dale. Murray, and Linda Hadley and husband, Bobby Lee.
Columbus, Ind.: one sister Joanne Horton. Hopkinsville; three
grandchildren, Jennifer Paschall. Murray, Chad Hadley, Florida. and
Eric Hadley. Fayetteville, N.C.; seven great-grandchildren.
Alexandria Cullop, Cody, Cheyenne and Chase Hadley. and Elizah.
Noah and Sara Hadley.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery. Rev. John Sheppard will officiate.
Visitation will be from noon to 2 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

TOM BERRY ledger & Times
AFTER THE STORM: Strong winds that swept through Calloway County Saturday night and early Sunday morning dunng a
thunderstorm destroyed this large tree in the front yard of a Baker's Crossroads Drive home The winds were accompanied by
lighting and heavy rain which may have helped cause the damage.

Clinton woos Obama's delegate support
RAPID CITY, S.D. (AP)As Barack Obama turns to concentrate on his general election
challenge, his rival Hillary
Rodham Clinton is mounting a
last ditch campaign to stay relevant in what is left of the
Democratic presioential contest.
The former first lady enters
this week with an insurgent
strategy not only to win over
undecided superdelegates but to
peel away Obama's support
from those party leaders and
elected officials who already
have committed to back him for
the nomination.
"One thing about superdelegates is that they can change
their minds,- she told reporters
aboard her campaign plane
Sunday night.
Obama displays no signs of
worry, pivoting toward his new
contest with Republican John
McCain and responding to
Clinton with a sitrug. And some
of Clinton's own backers arcsaying the time is near for her to
fall in behind him.
Obama. campaigning in
Mitchell. S.D., confidently predicted Clinton "is going to be a
great asset when we go into
November."
"Whatever
differences

Mrs. Annetta Duncan
The funeral for Mrs. Armenta Duncan was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner & On Funeral Home. Rev, Kenneth
Puckett officiated. Burial was in the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice. P.O.
B ox 7100, Paducah KY 42002-7100.
Mrs. Duncan, 92. Calvert City, died Friday. May 30, 2008, at
12:30 a.m. at her home.
A retired beautician, she had worked at Magnavox Company and
was a member of Rosebower Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, John R. Duncan. to
whom she had been married for 52 years, three sisters and three
brothers. A native of Calloway County. she was the daughter of the
late William Marvin Edwards and Arlie Wilson Edwards.
Survivors include one son. Ronald J. Duncan. Reidland; one sister, Jean Scott. Paducah: one granddaughtet, Rhonda DuncanThornton and husband. Lex Jr., and one great-granddaughter, Allie
Thornton, all of Calvert City; two stepgreat-grandsons, William
Thornton and wife, Ashly. Murray, and Lex Thornton III and wife,
Devon, Benton; several nieces and nephews.

Legendary designer Yves
Saint Laurent dies at 71
PARIS tAP1 - Yves Saint
Laurent. one of the most influential and enduring designers of
the 20th century. will be remembered for empowering women
through his fashion. a longtime
friend and associate said.
Saint Laurent died Sunday at
his Paris home after a yearlong
battle with brain cancer, said
Pierre Berge, Saint Laurent's
business partner for four
decades. He was 71.
"Chanel gave women freedom" and Saint Laurent "gave
them power," Berge said on
France-Info radio. Saint Laurent
was a "true creator," going
beyond the aesthetic to make a
social statement, Berge said.
"In this sense he was a libertarian, an anarchist and he threw
bombs at the legs of society.
That's how he transformed sod, ety and that's how he transformed women."
In his own words. Saint
Laurent once said he felt "fashion was not only supposed to
make women beautiful. but to
reassure them, to give them confidence, to allow them to conic
to terms with themselves."
Saint Laurent was widels
considered the last of a generation that included Christian Dim
and Coco Chanel and made
Paris the fashion capital of the
world, with the Rive Gauche. or
Left Bank. as its elegant headquarters.
From the first YSL tuxedo
and his trim pantsuits to seethrough blouses, safari jackets
and glamorous gowns, Saint
Laurent created instant classics
that remain stylish decades later.
Designer Tommy Hilfiger
said he was saddened by the loss
of such a legendary talent.
"He was a creative genius
who changed the world of fashion forever," Hilfiger said in an
e-mail to The Associated Press.
France's Prime Minister
Francois Fillon said Saint
Laurent was a pioneer and a
visionary who "contributed to
France's influence" in the
world.
"Mr. Saint Laurent revolutionized modern fashion with
his understanding of youth.
sophistication and relevance.
His legacy will always be
remembered," said Calvin Klein
designer Francisco Costa.

Saint Laurent was born Aug.
1, 1936, in Oran, Algeria, where
his father worked as a shipping
executive. He first emerged as a
promising designer at the age of
17. winning first prize in a contest
sponsored
by
the
International Wool Secretariat
for a cocktail dress design.
A year later in 1954, he
enrolled at the Chambre
Syndicale school of haute couture, but student life lasted only
three months. He was introduced to Christian Dior, then
regarded as the greatest creator
of his day. and Dior was so
impressed with Saint Laurent's
talent that he hired him on the
spot.
When Dior died suddenly in
1957. Saint Laurent was named
head of the House of Dior at the
age of 21.
He opened his own haute
couture fashion house with
Berge in 1962. The pair later
started a chain of Rive Gauche
ready-to-wear boutiques.

From Front
Obama, the from-runner for
the Democratic presidential
nomination.
Kennedy was hospitalized
May 17 at Massachusetts
General Hospital after undergoing a seizure at his home on
Cape Cod. Doctors later
announced that he had a malignant glioma in his left parietal
lobe, a brain region that governs
sensation but also plays some
role in movement and language.
Malignant gliomas are diagnosed in about 9,000 Americans
a year. In general, half of all
patients die within a year.
The brain tumor research
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DiNardo, chairwoman of the
Connecticut Democratic Party
and the state's last uncommitted
delegate. said Monday she is
backing Obama. She had held
back her endorsement for
months, saying she wanted to
wait until the primaries were
over.
"It's pretty close to the end
now," she told The Associated
Press, though she added: "I
would not count Senator Clinton
out. She has shown that she's a
strong fighter and a great candidate."
But Clinton argues she now
leads in the popular vote - a
debatable point given that she
relies on Michigan and Florida
outcomes. None of the candidates campaigned in either state
and Mama received no votes in
Michigan because he removed
his name from the ballot.
Clinton also continues to present
herself as better able to confront
.
McCain in the fall.
She and her campaign's
national
chairman.
Terry
McAuliffe, both made it clear
Sunday night that Obama's supporters were now fair to pluck
with those arguments.
To drive the point home,
Clinton invited Virgin Islands

superdelegate Kevin Rodriguez,
a recent convert, to travel with
her to South Dakota where she
planned to campaign MondaY.
Rodriguez had initially supported Clinton. switched to Obamii,
and recently returned to bet
camp.
"This has been such an
intense process," she said.
don't think there has been a lot
of time for reflection. It's only
now that we're finishing these
contests that people are going te
actually reflect on who is out
stronger candidate."
Her decision, if prolonged. is
not likely to sit well with party
leaders and some of her own
supporters. House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.. and
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid. D-Nev., have both called
on the contest to end shortly
after the final primaries.
Tom Vilsack. the formet
Iowa governor and a national
co-chairman of Clinton's campaign. said Sunday: "It does
appear to be pretty clear that
Senator Obama is going to be
the nominee. After Tuesday's
contests, she need a to acknowledge that he's going to be the
nominee and quickly get behind
him."

Gilbert, a brain tumor expert at
the University of Texas M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center in
Houston.
When operating. "the surgeon usually does as much as
possible within the bounds of
safety. We do not want to do
neurological damage in an effort
to remove as much of the tumor
as possible," Gilbert said.
Typical radiation treatment is
five days a week for a month,
using 3-D imaging techniques
that narrowly deliver the beams
to the tumor, affecting as little
surrouraang tissue as possible.
Kennedy has a history of
seeking top medical care available for his family. He pulled

daughter Kara out of Johns
Hopkins and brought her to a
Boston hospital when he was
not satisfied with the initial
course of treatment she was getting for lung cancer five years
ago.
In addition to his congressional health insurance plan.
which is often described as one
of the most generous in the
country. Kennedy's wealth gives
him the means to afford the best
possible health care. The senator
is known to reach into his own
pocket and pay supplemental
salary to staffers who otherwise
might be tempted to leave his
office for better paying jobs.

II Kennedy surgery...
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Senatot
Clinton and r
have
may
those differ
ences pale in
comparison to
other
the
side." he said.
South
and
Dakota
Clinton
Montana,
which
hold
primaries on Tuesday, are the
last Democratic nominating
contests. Obama is favored in
both states and he goes into
them with 2.069 delegates, 47
away from the number now
needed to secure the nomination. Clinton has 1.915.5 delegates.
Obama has made up most of
the ground he lost Saturday
when the national party's rules
committee agreed to reinstate
delegates from Michigan and
Florida. The party had initially
refused to seat the delegates
punishment for scheduling'their
contests in violation of party
rules.
With 31 delegates at stake
Tuesday, Obama could close the
gap further and cue undecided
superdelegates to come to his
side. One of them, Nancy
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center at Duke is conducting
several clinical trials in malignant glioma.
Kennedy likely will receive
the chemotherapy drug Temodar
during and after radiation, said
Brawley. The pivotal study
showing the drug's value for
brain tumors was presented
three years ago at the clinical
oncology conference. Kennedy
also may be treated with
Avastin, a newer targeted drug
to deprive the tumor of its blood
supply, though this is still experimental at this stage of treatment.
Median survival for glioblastomas is 12 to 15 months, but
the range is wide, said Dr. Mark

Murray,Kentucky's
Hearing Rehabilitation Specialist
There are reasons why so many people
purchase their hearing aids from Michael Stone.

6111111111111:11- eltelleitti-1011.11111
Mr. Stone is a nationally recognized, board
certified hearing instrument specialist. He has
served on the Better Hearing Institute in
Washington, D.C., the National Institute for
Hearing Instrument Studies, the National
Board for Certification in Hearing Instrument
Science, and has served as President of
the International Hearing Society.
If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Mr. Stone and find
out if a hearing aid will help.

Michael Stone,?C-HIS
edule
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5
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fjSTONE-IAN CO.
Bearing Rehabtlitallks
210 South 12th Street • Murray
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COMMUNITY
Red Cross Blood Drive
will be Tuesday at Lowe's
parking lot for donations

Murray-Calloway County Fai
events continue this week 1

ay LARRY 00YLE
cent of the eligible United States
Red Cross DOves chairman
population that actually donates
Give a little of yourself this blood Plan to donate blood
summer and visit Lowe's at every 56 days 8 weeks) and
1400 Lowe's Dr., Murray, encourage others to give blood.
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
To be eligible to give blood,
The Red Cross Bloodmobile donors must be healthy, at least
will be in the patting lot to 17 years old (no upper age
take blood donations.
limit). weigh at least 110
If you visit a Red Cross potands, not have given blood
Blood Drive during June, you in the last 56 days, and show
will automatically be entered Red Cross donors card. plc.
into a region-wide drawing for lure ID, or two of any other
a grill package worth $1,250. forms of identification. A health
The package includes a $500 review will be conducted by
gift card for a grill of your the stuff to deonaniee eligibilchoice, along with grilling ity to give blood. High blood
accessories and a gift cernfi- pressure and diabetes will hot
cam to Omaha Steaks.
disqualify one, if condloon is
One pint of blood can pro- under medical control.
vide life sustaining benefits for
Refreshments will be served.
three people and only you can
The next scheduled Red
provide life-saving blood. The Cross Blood Drive will be Fri •
need is constant. The gratifi- day. June 13. from to 7 p.m.
cation is instant. Give blood at the Weeks Senior Center,
and become a member of an 607 Poplar St., Murray.
exclusive group: The 5 per-

Mess!desealts
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play a golf
scramble on Wednesday at 9:30
a.m at the club.
Shirley Wade and Edwina
Bucy will serve as hostesses.
It is not necessary to sign up.
Pairings will be made at the
tee. All members are encouraged to attend.
Golf was played on May
28 with Shirley Wade and Sher-

Hickory Woods
//k•tir•me est C.

INAPIPIPEONOis
by Annica Pastor
We bad a reall.N good toe des
week learsug some flew card
games. Louse Maggar4 caw out
awl might as sine gams we'se
weer eves beard of Donna and
ionise also played some an.games
with as. limey were -thudiag"
games which wok an put oa ow
"think* caps". We alloyed all of
there Dew gams but we also like
gain back to masa imago' Now
that we've Wand thew ara odd
gone& we've gat scaiudiag acts to
pity* die etraulgs after apper.
Rona Simms sidled as its
week vildi her dall cabootion They
wore sillaulde sad balked as real!
It's arks(taw do&en bnagen
the lithe gar a an. We also
*eyed sidiug atones shout ow
fever* Idlis am we were growitg

We topped off the week tat&
-Mexican Day- Rohm prepared es
a woadertal Melocas rend and as
usual we all Oressed the wt. nor
won entertamente part was /wine
and Donna srechtn1t as the ancalena. Geneva Bmwnfield sad Melba
Funs angle ail pretty fast_ They
poreality wart be oa "121sucuag
WM The Stars- but we eupoyed
Om amyl"ay
Ms. Frances
Chasdaili's daughter Mary hums.
timed MOE wsesesbei facts and
stories about Mexico to top off our
day
e look torwsed to Mug Doan
and ionise have rn non fix as arm

week
.-Pleakeist the beige se flask /he
bane hut we awe dew
at Usembeek Se_- mean,icy
Phew alb ISiess - 1416-PS141H

ri Heeke as hostesses.
Winners were announced as
follows: •
Individual Play at 830 a.m.
with Debbie Dick, low gross,
first place, and Low net, first
place. tie between Della Miller
and Linda Orr,
Scramble ai 9:30 a.m.. with
first Owe going to Janet Kirk,
Shirley Jenstrom. Edwina Rimy
and Jo Anne Auer.
Melee„e Lowe, hostess.
annena=d winners for Ladies
Tuesday night golf play as follows:
First place was a tie between
the team of Linda Orr, Patsy
Neale and Pam Williams and
the teem of Shati= btaihns,
Debbie Dick and -1Melonte
Lowe;
Second place was the team
of Kathy Harcourt, Edwina
Stacy and lady hlnehlernan.

Horse Liniment
Erases Pain
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mastsimam swimstandieimssub
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Plano pealed
GUEST SPEAKER: Eric Kelleher. executive director of
Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens, spoke recently to
the Kiwanis Club of Murray. lie gave an informative ptogram
on activans going on at the center. Karants meets at Ryan's
on Thursdays at noon For information on Kiwares contact
Brenda Call, 753-7870.

Red Cross and Woman's
Club will sponsor tea
Every girl can be a princess.
even moms and grandmothers.
toot at the Beauty and the
Beast Tea Party.
The Calleway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
and Murray Woman's Club are
hosting the third annual Red
Cross Tea Party at the Murray Woman's Club House on
Sunday, June 8, from 3 to 4:30
p.m. Pictures with Belle will
begin at 2:30 pm.
This magical tea party will
include such activities as a
cake walk, mirror decorating,
otxxo frame decorating, games.
and a picture with Belle. Each
girl will receive a special gift,
a goody bag. and a treats re
take home.
The meal will larbeds chicken salad, rolls, frill,-and its=
tea for the moms and grandmothers and special sandwiches. goldfish mix, fruit, and

Marnmos9rarn

ii

ii
The Kentucky C.ancer Program
mess yOu 'IC a Ce•iebtY150,1
foaming breast health rniorrhabon
refreshments and gifts1

Whorl Tuesday. June 171n al 2:00 p m
tv- e4tdit,ie tot spec* pores
tan% a twill aye 10 or oirfec
oho boo not hod a mamma"
ails Mit two yore'

punch for the lxilannlialt."
There will also be a desalt adde
full of goodies for all. Door
prizes will be awarded for
adults.
The cost to attend the event
is $2.5 per perm and all proceeds benefit local service dekaersiby the Calloway Comity Red
Cross. The cootribution is tax
deductible.
Tickets are available at
tage Rose Emporium.likieetz.
MCCH Gift Shop, and he Calloway County' Red Croak WMed on the second flocs of the
George Vs'eaks Center. Seating
is limited and RSVP/ticket pata
chases must be made by Mae

Assistance for veterans planned
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m to noon at the National Guard Armory
at Benton. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance.
For information and appointments, cal! 1-877-•812-4:1840 or e. mail ronaldinodureOky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted as time
permits.

CCHS Council will meet
C.alicway County High School Based Decision Making Cowed will have a special called meeting Wednesday at 5:30 p.m_
in the media center

Purchase Area Chapter to meet
PutChiSe Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will
meet Monday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Ina, 1001 Joe Clifton
Dr., Paducah, for a combined meeting sad Luncheon. All retirees
of the Ballard. Calloway, Carlisle, Rehm Hickman, Graves,
Menial and McCracken Cowry Retirement Systems and Kassa:1g Sate Police Retirement System are invited. For information call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS 0616 will meet Tuesday from 9
N 10 am. at Pim. Christian Churen. Visitors are welcome. For
hiforrnation call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

TOPS Group will meet

TOPS * Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North Fifa Sa.
For more informant= on the , Ihmstein will be from
5 to 5:30. For information call kis.
event or to find out ways you at Z17-9521.
cm help the ROI Cross, coated the chatted at 753-1421
or by e-mail at callowayredMurray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
cross* murray-ky.net.
p.m. at the Catloway Conzty Public Library For informaiou
MI Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Murray Singles will meet

ALLAntaa sleeting Thiesday
The ladies of the Murray
Comely Club will sponsor its
annual 2008 George and Lochw
Hart Memorial Ladies Golf
Tournament starting Wednesday at 9 a.m, in the club.
Hostesses will be Debbie
Hixon, 'Ye Sevens. Linda
Burgess. Marilyn Adkins, Jennifer Crouse. Cyndi Cohoon and
Mama Beam who have released
the following lineup:
Tee IA - Sheri Heeke and
Laura Parker, and Sue Outland
Kathy McNutt:
Tee 113 - Leta Taylor and
Mary Bogard. and Marcia
Pritchett and Lauren Hughes.
Tee 2 - Belinda Elhion anti
Stizte Dick, Linda Orr and
Lawanda Glover.
Tee 3A - Linda Brants and
Faye Braindige, Vicki McLeary
and Mikki McLezry,
Tee 313 - Peggy Shoemaker and Freda Steely, Ansa Lou
Coleman and Shawn Kelso;
Tee 4 - Linda bagra and
Jackson.
Deana
Belida
Hawkins and Kim Onnoa;
Tee 5 - Ve Sevens and

Ceiekrateyourirt6tia

hum

Murray-Callaway Comay Fair will
time with the events and carnivai
at Ilmallay The fair will hsve F
Nights to sappers the Murray-C-alliewiCt
Camay Need Lae. Last year fair pidadale
dembell ever 1M0 pseuds of feed &anonid to the local bed hied.
Family Eights will he Tuesday and
Wiedmodey want tamales cam bring at lama
limar eassasel feed lems per penes Oat
Need Una and IN mein a diammaell
id M. a saving of
ailmaiss
RagJo St en whir mmise Ise will hided* One atom
be al combat rides; 4-11, away sad cmaammunity
sumer Mama amid agricaitaral away.,sad
Editor
homily shows sada as instercycle met,
dmaidlliss derby, bane theirs, etc.
The Yr w
lime tbrongit Saturday with catnival
rides mad the aspiays and skews. For isitannatian cat
0241112 or e-mall brankinsairriuset

of

-aait

11401Tell

2111111

Whets Calloway Cour*
Eatension Olhoe
310S
Seat

RSVP Kentucky Canoe, Program
270-442-1310

iSaONIn meg elsolpnie bt tam krttuciq CAmter Pospabkl,.at,
g among Itsnlocirv semen SusP.
tow. mbar ersedr,,
aparcold by Ow KenboYy rum owe.Natawasta gas he
Gate* Gana Emovean011o

Kelly Clumbler., Cyndi Cuban
and Sammie Jackson:
Tee 6 - Pat Voce* and
Jamie
Caviares.
Ueda
Mdaade and nob Ease:moot
Tee 7 - Matilda Calm and
Sue Collins. Sarah Stades sod •
Joann Rose;
Tee 8 - Sheila Henry ad
Judy Muehleniaa, Noma hank
and Amen Nimso;
Tee 9A - Barbera Sloan mid
Anna Duke Jenne Va•Cagepencle and Pat Tarim:
Tee 9d - Melva HaMbair
and Cyndua Darnell, Dal
Stewart and Inus Orr-Taylor
Tee 10 - Debbie Itima sled
Marcia SCAM- Dawn Tiede asd
Pam Adams.
Tee 1 - Carol Fenwidk mil
Sharon
He. Deism
McCutston and Heim Mei=
Tee 12 - Sae forbia and
Petty
Buchanaik
linty
McManus and Sus Calkagin
Tee 13 - kasiDer Cisme
and Peggy Nock Sandra 141.
nod Coale Mellannet
Tee 1401 - Dddie Ray and
Mice Taulbee. Debbie Dick
and Iiiidonie Lowe:
Tee 148 - hfairtha Walk
arid Beverly %km& Moshe
Lewis and tubby lam
Tee 1 - Amy McDswell
and Barbera Gray, Malys
Adkins mid Pam Callmalm
Tee 16 - DAB Miler sed
Lisa Carver, Naas DIElig
and Bobby Am Lam
Tee 17 - Gans Thies sed
Loretta Earles, Azn Thies and
Donna Tucker:
Tee 18 - Theresa Aram
and Donna Gosa. and amyl
Brundige and Linda Emirwood
Marcia Beam, boatels fox
golf play on May 21 at the
Moray Country Club has
released the wimers as bilows
Championed* flight ic Doming, law pass. aid
Linda Burgess. low um
Second flight • hoes Meson.
Samba mama - alma
Beam. liasallar Comm. WI
Moakum ad Cote Odissec
Low peek Debbie Mow
Chip
- karat CameN robe Doer'. mil Mau
Bcam

AlAina oil ant Tuesday at 6:30 pan. at First Gaited
Maeda Chiedk. Baler from tbe southsede rear door located
sow the plargamad. The only CNUirenleni is that there be a
pole= of abehelisa or addiction to a relative or friend.

Naiveties Anonymous will meet
Naiveties Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 pm. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p m. as Si. John's Episcopal Chants..
Pot iedarniation call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004

labia clinics will be

given
Calloway County Veterinary Medical Asisociatioa will sponsor rabiet clinics at vireo's location in the Lily and oovesty
an Wockesday, Thursday and Friday. Clinics will be Weansday from 9 to 11 a.m. at Kirksey united Methodist Chun*
2 so 4 p.m. at Lynn Grove Crawford Shell, and 7 to 8 pan.
at Calloway County Health Deparesest; Thuralay from 9 to
II a.m. at Hazel Conuntinity Center. from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Alm Fire Statism and 7 to 8 pm at Health Department; Friday from 9 to 11 a.m. at New Coward Chunah of Christ and
2 to 4 p.m. at Take Me Back Cafe_

iluopie Hill Lodge will meet
imple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Mason It
scitaidadto meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. for a potluck meal and
namilig as 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464, east of
AM*.
CAMIDCH Will meet
mow NOW &hoot Based Deinsmo

Making Council wit'
iliseday at 4 pm. Am the mean crater. Principal Loa
CASH eaviaes ail Mama! persons

Laker band boosters to meet
Cslioway County Laker Band Boosters will me Tuesday
at a:30 p.m. in die hash school band room. All meerested persons an eacouraged to attend

Dexter-Almo meeting tonight
De xter-Ahno Heights Water District wiR meet mit* at 6
at the office at 351 Also Rd.. Also,

IOW Board to meet
The liniantlims Bawd of the iliarray Wonassas Club will
iesists at 630 at the club home. Cynthia Barnes, pm▪
Ma.orsad asebers to attend.

At Great B.sa_V

to meet

Diosessia
The ADE Chia as
will meet toolgk
at 1 is die waft ass et the Cableway County Public
Lamy. Dais alba
bad he ineemiew of Hlonare tie
Mies ihwe dory. "The Umbria Illesapiece." Ilse molar
ma* sessiin dile was (bawd IA !Way because of the
linedd Dew abilay. A copy of the niceties is evadable at
do easy ix atay who would lik,e at join the oareassiom se
Shift eveskis.

And Alert issued
Au Angel Allat for a car or truck m good maw audition for a single maw web two &dim has ban Mead by
the Calloway Gamy Famdy L.Caster. Any ane hawing tree so *mu is mind to cal the caw at 162-7333.
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KILSAA STATE TRACK & FIELD

High jumpers defend titles over weekend
ADAMS, CLAYWELI,
BRING HOME GOLD
AT STATE TRACK &
FIELD MEET
Staff Report
Two local high jumpers defended
their state titles at the 2008 KHSAA

State Track & Field Championships
held Saturday ai Owaiey Park in
Louisville.
Calloway County senior Rachel
Adams won first place in Class 3A
with a jump of five feet, six inches while Murray eighth-grader Catherine Claywell took first in Class A
with a jump of five feet, four inches.
It was Adams' third consecutive

state title in the event and Claywell s second.
In other action. Calloway's George
Gamer finished sixth in the triple
jump 443-6) while a host of Murray
athletes competed
John Therrell took sixth in the
400 meter (52.91 seconds). Michael
Orr finished ninth in the pole vault
(10-6). Addie Rigsby was 11th in
the triple jump (32-03 75, and Stephen

Forms( was 13th in the 300-meter
hurdles (45.81).
Aaron Jones was disqualified from
the 3(X)-hurdles due to a false start_
The Tiger girls 4x100 relay team
finished ninth (53.09). the 4x200
relay team took 10th (1:53.05) and
the 41;400 team was 13th (4:49.35).
A ful! story will appear in Tuesday's Ledger &

OOPS
TOM GAMMA /
St. Louis Braden Looper pitches in
the first inning against the Pittsburgh
Pirates Sunday. The Cardinals took a
7-4 victory thanks to Looper's pitch,r• perforrtiance as well as his two
hitt

No Holithig Out
MARSHALL COUNTY
SENIOR-TO-BE
HOLDER GIVES
VERBAL TO RACERS

Looper
pitches, hits
Cards to win
STARTER
RBI,
TWO RUNS IN EFFORT

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Murray State women's basketball coach Rob
Cross is quickly stockpiling his roster with
local flavor
Already owner of a verbal commitment from
Calloway County senior-to-be Kayla Cunningham. Cross got the same commitment from
Marshall County High School standout Jessica Holder Monday morning.
Holder, a 6-foot-1 power forward and starter
for the Lady Marshals since her freshman season, was a 52 percent field goal shooter last
season and was 38 percent from 3-point range.
She totaled 852 points for the season and
dished
27 assists to go along with 55
steals, 116 blocks and 377 rebounds.
In her three-year career. Holder has shot
53 percent from the floor and 40 percent from
behind the arc At the stripe. Holder has
knocked down 73 percent of her free throws
to go along with 860 rebounds, 220 blocked
shots and 121 steals.
Holder has already broken the school record
for free throws made and attempted while at
Marshall County, making 401 out of 550.
She is fifth in points all-time at the school
with 1,688.
Her freshman season, Holder was named
the MVP of the First Region Tournament at
the Regional Special Events Center on the
campus of Murray State University.
The decision for Holder was simple considering MSU is one of the nation's upstart
programs and, as an added bonus, it's close
to home.
"I was wanting to go somewhere that wasn't too far from home,- Holder said Monday
morning, taking a break from a basketball
camp at MCHS. "Murray State is obviously
right here where I live, they have great facilities and their new coach, Coach (Rob) Cross

i.CONTRIBUTES

-ST. LOUIS (API — Cardinals pitcher- aBraden Looper was on the field
more than he expected Sunday — the
price of getting two hit; on a hot day.
Looper continued his torrid hitting
to help earn himself a win in the Cardinals' 7-4 victory over the Pittsburgh
Pirates. He had two singles, scored
twice, and drove in a run to raise his
batting average to .429 — tops among
pitchers in the majors. On the mound,
Looper(7-4)allowed eights hits and three
runs in 5 2-3 innings.
'That's really icing on the cake for
me,- Looper said about his hitting. "It's
not like I'm going up there planning
on that I'm just trying to put the bat
or the ball. I don't have much of a
game plan.
"But you know, it was pretty hot
out there today and to be on the bases
twice running around like that, I had
to' really concentrate in that last innings.
I as drinking as much Gatorade as
cduld.Ryan Franklin, the fifth Cardinals
pitcher, got three out for his sixth
save in eight attempts. Franklin made
Wakening as he gave up a single and
doOble with two outs before retiring Doug
Mientkiewicz on a fly to left.
Skip Schumaker drove in a careerhigh three tuns to help the Cardinals.
-len Snell (2-5) lost his fifth corm-cut:6* decision and is 0-5 in his last
nine starts. His last win came on April
12'." Snell pitched to one batter in the
fifth before being lifted. He allowed
six' runs and eight hits.
-Looper got some defensive help from
Rick Ankiel. The center fielder made
a :highlight-reel catch when he turned
his back to home and dove headfirst
at the warning track to catch a deep
fly hit by Xavier Nady in the second.
."That play obviously was huge."
Looper said. "I knew it was a great
catch because the ball was scorched."
St. Louis manager Tony La Russa
agreed.
"It was probably the best play of
the, year for us." La Russa said. "Ankiel
set the tempo. Our defense had a huge
day.The Cardinals broke the game open
in the second inning when they scored
five runs off Snell.
:They got a five-run inning and they
didn't get the ball past the outfield,"
Pittsburgh manager John Russell said.
"You take away that five-ran inning
and its a totally different game.. With the bases loaded, Adam Kennedy
singled up the middle to score Troy
Glaus, who led off with a single. Looperefoliowed with an RBI single.
'"It was a slider and normally I can't
hit'sliders very well,- Looper said. "It's
one of those things."
Yadier Molina, who singled. scored
on a fielder's choice. Schumaker ended
sconng with a two-run single to
lefl field.
They didn't hit the ball hard, they
jut' got it through, Snell said. "I was
frikrated but I didn't want to show it.
I :eoldn't get an out."
'St. Louis matte it 6-1 in the fourth
on an RBI double by Schumaker.
Pittsburgh scored in the second on
an RBI single by Jose Bautista and in
the' fifth on a sacrifice fly by Freddy
Sanchez.
- The Pirates loaded the bases with
U See CARDINALS, 28

IS awesome.
"I just trusted

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Marshall County senior-to-be Jessica Holde: (35) gave a verbal commitment to Murray State
University and women's head coach Rob Cross Monday. Holder has been a three-year
starter for the Lady Marshals.

that it was a school I could
go to and be happy," she added. "Their program has really come a long way, it's on the
uprise and it's something 1 want to be a pan
of."
By giving a commitment now, Holder has
the opportunity to play through her senior
season a little more stress-free, something she
was really looking forward to.
W See HOLDER. 28

PGA GOLF

A timely victory for Ky. native
PERRY WINS MEMORIAL FOR THIRD TIME
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) — Kenny Perry
sat in a group with the rest of his U.S.
teammates at the Presidents Cup three
years ago, pouring out their hearts to captain Jack Nicklaus on how much he meant
to them and how badly they wanted to
win.
Of all the things to say at such a
poignant moment, Perry thanked him for
Muirfield Village.
The course Jack built was where Perry
captured his first PGA Tour victory in
1991, when his oldest daughter was in
second grade and his youngest child still
in diapers.
"Magic always happens for me here."
Perry said Sunday after closing with a
under 69 lot a two-shot victory at the
Memorial.

He walked off the 18th green in good
company.
Perry joined Tiger Woods as the only
three-time winners of the Memorial.
At 47. he became the oldest winner in
tournament history, replacing Tom Watson, who was 46 when he won in 19%.
And waiting behind the green was his
family — wife Sandy, all three kids, together for the first time when he won a tournament. His oldest, Lesslye. is engaged.
His youngest is a sophomore in college.
"I just love this place," Petty said. "If
retire, I need to build a house right on
this golf course."
Horne is Kentucky, and Perry's victory was a huge step toward getting there
for the Ryder Cup in September, the only
tournament that truly matters to him this
year.
W See PERRY, 28

PAUL vECINON.AaP
Kenny Perry acknowledges fans dunng the trophy presentation
at the Memorial golf tournament Sunday. Perry finished at 8under-par to win the tournament. At right is his wife Sandy
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Jones wins
Quertermous
Invitational
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Star Report

NATIONAL. SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Brett Jones birdied the fourth
hole to defeat Kyle
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playoff

Ramey for the championship of
the John Quertennous Invitational Tournament at the

Murray

Countr, Club Sunday.
The

two

former

Paducah

Tilghman golfers had tied after
, shooting

identical

72-66--118

.scares

for the two-day tourna..ment. Both played the first playoff holes two under par before
• . Jones finally broke the tie.
. Jones played his collegiate
at
University
the
• golf at
Louisville while Ramey played
at the University of Southern

orialo submitted
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative placed second Sunday in the YSA
Tournament for the Pony League (U15). Pictured are (front row, from left) Aaron
Littiepage, Tim Heinz, Stephen Orr and Sawyer Lawson.(Back row, left to right) Chad
Lawson (coach), Chase Bolen, Matt Fitzer, Taylor Grady, Patrick Kelly, Willie Richardson,
Randy Wilson (coach). Not pictured are Ben Walters and Aaron Wilson.

Morris of Mayfield

David

shot 70-70-140 ro finish third
Jason Lancaster was two strokes
back at 142 to take fourth place
Jesse Rooker won the first

•

' flight

with

•

holt, 152

Clyde Mauk, 156, Christaai
•• Crouse, 159 and Mark Woods,
• 1150.
•

Josh Banks' 160 total edged
Tim Sweeney by one stroke to

capture the third flight. Chris
• *Drummond took third with 164
with 167.
- Bill Felton won the fourth

- flight with a 173.
:Nee golfers tied for second with

a 79 total. They were

'Matt Hayden, Jim Pickens and
Jim Turner.
In the junior division. Chas, ten Howard and Daniel Harper tied with 156 totals but
*ward won in a score countback,
• , According to :lub pro Brad
',Clendenen, this was the first
' year

for

From Page 18
"My family has

A one-out.
Glaus gave St. Louis

a

7-3

lead in the seventh. Glaus also
made a nifty backhanded grab
of a hard-hit ball by Nady to

have a good defensive club."
run in the eighth on an RBI

can keep watching me play,"
she said. "This takes a lot of

commited to then Murray State

in

head coach Mick Cronin, but

been want-

me to gc there so

they

me now

terms of trying to decide where

was only

I am going to go."

2004-05

Holder took an

unofficial

for

available
as

season

a

Pittsburgh

scored

interested in her services were

From Pogo 18

Mississippi State, South Car-

the Courier-Journal in his jun-

olina Upstate and Cleveland

ior season.

He wants to be part of the
US. team so badly that Perry

INN

INN

INN

He

was a three-time Allselection

and

is skipping his 36-hole qualifier Monday for the U.S. Open.
He never cared for Torrey Pines,

MIN

IIIIII

holes'
feel' he is too old for
of pressure in one day, and figures he can earn more Ryder
Cup points by playing next week
in Memphis and the week after
the U.S. Open in Hartford.
He felt enough pressure at
Memorial.
Perry squandered two good
chances to win in the previous
three weeks, closing with an 81
at The Players Clumpionship and
watching in utter shock as a
fairway metal ncocheted off a
tree and into the water to lose
a playoff outside Atlanta.
And when he arrived in Ohio,

I
I
MURRAY'ELECTRIC SYSTEM
I
I
CARDINALS
LOUIS
sr,
2008
I
I
JUNE SCHEDULE
CHANNEL 78

CHANNEL 46
'Date
Mon., June 2
lue. Arne 3
Wecl., June 4
Fri., June 6
S7L, iv** 7
I Fri., June 13
Stm., June 15
Tue.: June 17
• reuirs., Mu 19
Fn., eteme 20
TUBS.. June 24
Wed., June 25
Fri., AM 27
I Sat.,, June 28
Mon.; June 30

I
I

1
I

I

Owned
Pirates
*Nationals
ot Nationals
at Mims,
of Asiros
Plats
blols
Rork
ut Rod Sox
*Tigers
at Tigers
at Royals
at Iktris
Mists

Time
8 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
1 p.m.
8 p.m.
2 p.ni.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m.

Dote
Thurs , June 5

Opponent
at Nationals 6 p.m.

Tues., June 10

at Fied

Wed., June 1 1

*Rids

he heard Ryder Cup captain
Paul Azinger say that it would
take nothing short of winning
for a player to make the team

6 p.m.

Wed., June 18 Royals

7 p.m

Muirlield Village. A wet spnng
caused the rough to be the thick-

perfectly, and he holed a 10foot putt for par.
"Best bunker shot I've CNC:

est it had been in years, growing to 6 inches or more by the
end at the week. Eight miles

hit in my life," Perry said.
Two holes later, he was in
the deep rough above the 14th

of drainage made the course
fast, especially the greens.
And just like a U.S. Open,
winning was more a matter of

green. which should be familiar to longtime viewers of the
Memorial. Countless are the

like

attrition.
Perry was the first player to
reach 8-under par with a 12foot birdie on the ninth holes.
No one in the last three groups
broke par an the back nine, not
that they
chances.

didn't

their

Mathew Goggin, whose threeshot lead was gone in three
holes, stumbled home to a 74.
Mike Weir. who needs one more
victory to be the biggest PGA

big fist pump.
Perry needed only one try. a
perfect flop that settled 3 feet
away for par.
More perfection came from
a 5-wood that landed softly on
the given of the par-5 15th for
a two-pun birdie that gave him
control of the tournament. "That
was money,- Perry said. "That
was butter"
great
Weir
made
some

with a 71, along with
Justin Rose and Jerry Kelly. All

short on the 10th and one that
sailed long on the 11th, both
leading to bogey, a product ot

you

of them ned for second.
The magic Perry' talks about
was more like good, solid golf.

win here is huge."
Perry finished at 8-under 280,
the highest score to win the

"Kenny was the only one
that never looked like he put
himself in a position to really
get in trouble.- Nicklaus said.

-My time is running out,'
Perry said Sunday. "It's getting
close to September. I said, 'You
need to make it happen, and

Memorial in 23 years. He earned
$1.08 milhon, which translates
to 1,080 points toward the Ryder

"He played smart. He looked
like a guy who knew what he

Cup. Tour officials brought him
a chart showing Perry at No. 5

Perry found trouble, but he
always escaped.
He was in a bad( bunker on

was doing."

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!

deceptive wind.
That cleared the way fat
Perry to capture the Memorial
for the third time and receive
a warm handshake from Nicklaus.
'I hadn't seen you all week
he told Nicklaus walking 01'
the i 8th green. "it's nice to see
you here."
He loves the course bd.
built. And he was quick to paini
out another course Nicklaii designed -- Valhalla.

701:161

h1118 SPONSORED BY

Terry Butler.-

Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience

Thurs., June 26 at Tgers

12 p.m

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment
(270)

Murray Electric System
401 Olive St., Murray • 753-5312
sublet*.clmirMo Of OfeefT100t1 Citle to Fox Sports Met progremming that Is not controlled by MES
Visit our webifte tor a schedule of the entire season www.murray-ky.net
MINI 1111.1 Inn MIMI
Mt EMI MI IMO

All games are

have

replays of Woods leaving his chip
from the same spot in the rough.
then holing out for par and a

closed

field Village.

6 p.m.
6 p.m

In some respects, Perry felt
he won a U.S. Open at

the par-3 12th, where anything
less than solid would leave the
ball in the sand or over the
green in the water. It came out

escapes, but not enough, and
he never recovered from an
approach that came up well

in the standings.

/lours., June 12 at Reds

::weet," Perry said.
"You're going to get them,"
Nicklaus reassured him.

Tour winner from Canada,
chipped in for birdie at No. 9
to tie Petty at 8 under, and
never made another birdie. He

at Valhalla.
The message came through
as clear as the skies over Muir-

need to make it happen
fast.' And to be able to get the

,

I

Tuesday's Gismos

,
mous*
(noingue,1-1) at Pittsburgh
(Dumatrail 2-2) 6-05 p m
Cincinnati (Marano 2.71 at Philadelphia
(Eaton 1-3) 6.05 p m
Honda (Badennop 1-3) at Atlanta
(Campillo 2-0), 6 10 Om
St Lou.s (Lo)'tse 5-2) at Washington
(00 Perez 2-41. Is 10 p m
Anzona )..lohnson 4-1) at Milwaukee
(McClung 2-2). 7 05 m
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 2.3) at San
Diego (Ledenna 0-1). 9-06 p.m
Colorado (Fronds 1.5) at LA Dodgers
(Penny 5-6). 9 10 p.m
N V Met.(Vargas 2-2) at San
Francisco (Zito 1-8), 915 p.m.

injury sidelined his career.

•Perry

Inn

Tuesday's Gems
Tamps Bay (Garza 4-1)1* Boston
IMMileMon 1-0), 6-05 p m
Molnar% 114allotelov et-cl a N Y Yankees
(c3110161.111M 14), 6:05 p m
Cleveland (Westbrook 1.2) at Texas
(mms 1-1) 7 05 p m
Bellmore (Undecided) at Minnesota
(Skyway 2-4) 7 lOpm
K11/11144 Oiy (Grenke 5-2)5* Chcago
While Sox ((0 Floyd 5-3). 711 o rn
Neon(Wes 0-0) ii oreana (Evillan7
4-4). 9:05 pm
L A Angels (Saunders 8-21 at Seattle
(Bedard 4.3) 9 10 p m

the

was

Kentucky.

lousy* 24),6:05 pm
N V Yankees Menem 5-5) at Minnesota
(Hernandez (3-2) 6 10 p m
Cleveland (Lefty 3-3) at Texas (Math's
1.1), 705 pm
Detroit (Rogers 4-4)5* Oakland
(Harden 3-0). 9.05 p m
LA Angels(E Santana 7.2) at Seattle
(Washburn 24), 9 10 p m

sonaao Games
C,incinnet 6. Aeante 2
Philadelphia 7 Florida 5
Milwaukee 10. Houston 1
St Louis 7. Pittsburgh 4
Chicago Cubs 5. Colorado 3
San Franc-taco 4. San Diego 3. 10
innings
Anzona 5 Washington 0
NY Mots 6. L.A. Dodgers 1
Menday's Games
Cinema?,(Arroyo 4-4) at Philadelphia
(Kendnck 4-2), 605 p
Florida (Olsen 4.2) at Atlanta (Reyes :3), 6.10 p m
Arizona (Davis 2-2) at Miwortine
(Suppen 3-4). 7.05 p m
Pallaburgh (Goinslainy 4-5) at Si Lake
(Witerwngla 5-2). 715 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Zarribrano 7-1)1* San
Owego (Bask 1-1). 9.05 p.m.
Colorado (Reynokis 0-2) at L.A
Dodgers (Lowe 2-5) 9 10 p m
N Y Med 101 Perez 4-3) at San
Francisco (Sanchez 3-31. 9 15 pm

back
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double by Bautista.

Purchase

to

26 3046.4 91.2

its final

while other schools that were

visit

Entries are now being taken

"You can't win without guys
making plays," Looper said."We

Holder's brother Jimmie
was a standoit at Marshall
County from 2000-2004 and

pressure off of

for the 25th annual Kings and
'Queens Couples Golf Tourna.ment at Murray Country Club
..tune 28-29.
INN

was hit by Looper to lead off
the game.

State,

ing

ers.

NON

in the

hit Nate McLouth before ending the inning on a ground out
by Luis Rivas. McLouth also

•Holder

the junior division,

=I NIB

LA71.11/C1

sixth, Reliever Kyle McClellan

end the seventh.

.designed for high school play•.-
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Illesulers esonse
Boston (Waluelleld 3-4) at samarnora

two outs an two singles and a

Il The Lit Lady Colonel Pas= fastpitch softball tournament will be
oseasine tO
held at Tie Breaker Park in Hoplunsvate June
register a team is June 10. There will be five divisions — 10u, 12u, 14,
16u and 18,1 The entry fee is $240 For more information, cal (270)
839-4953

and Brent Miller finished fourth
.

From

The Murray Country Club wNI have the annual Hart Memorial TwoLady Scramble gat tournament on Wednesday. June 4.
The annual event will have a shotgun start at 98.m. The entry fee is
$80 for the two-person team Carts wit be $20 for each team.
Entries may be sent to Linda Burgess, director ot women s golf, at
1406 Garland Court, Murray, Ky or you may cat) her at (270) 753-4470.
A free practice round (carts are $12 per person) all be offered on
June 2 or 3 For tee nmes. contact the pro shop at (270) 753-9430.

58
33
9 12
PiftdelPt." East DI".1 ;54 5/34
siondo
29 28 509 3 1/2
26 27 509 3 1/2
24 34 414
9

Colorado

•Cardinals

SpottsBriefs

The second flight was taken
by 'Lee Crawford with a 155.
:
• The other top finishers were

w ilialinAINPI
Notional Leefus
L pc, 0.
AN Renew COT

tresaley's Games
Boston 9, Bidllmore 4
Tampa Bay 4. Chicago While Sox 3, 10
innings
kerrenola 5, N V Yankees 1
Kansas C.Ity 6 Ciewitand 1
Oakland 13 Texas 8
LA Angels 4. Toronto 3
Detroit 7, Seam 5

a 148 score, fol-

lowed by Buzz Paul, 151, Mari
• Waldrop, 151: and Gerald Nei-

FREE quote.
BYPASS • MURR AY. KY

its1

I

753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertiton Rd. South
www.westaidevet.eoin

TODAY
ARENA FOOTBALL
9.30 p.m.
ESPN2
Nee. Vork at Colorado
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2 - World Sams game 1 at
°stemma city
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
N
ESPN
Yankees al umnesola
NHL HOCKEY
7 p.m.
NBC - Piayotts tmais game
Pittsburgh at Detroit

TENNIS
11 a.m.
ESPN2 -- French Open round of 16 at
Paris

4urray Ledger & Times

LNUugSack
10 years age

40 years ago

Calloway. Count) Fiscal Court
will begin the new fiscal year
July I with a working budget
of 55 428 million, pending state
approval
Army Pfc. Bryan P Pierce

Four Calloway County citizens received their broker licenses in Owensboro dunng the past
month. They were Edna E.
Knight, Jesse E. Spencer, Fulton E. Young and Robert Young.

taking military training at
Fort Jackson, Columbia. S.C.
He is the son of Gary M. and
Donna J. Pierce of Almo.
Births reported include a boy
to Malissa and Dennis Waddington, May 27; a girl to Heather
and Ronald Kruger and a girl
to Vernon and April Warner.
May 28
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Don
Lovett, National Scouting Museum supervisor of building, hanging the museum banner preparing for the opening of the museum which will be open through
Labor EMy. The photo was bs
Staff Photographer David Rick.
Published is a picture of David
Chu, 7th grader at Murray Middle School. showing his winning construction model he won
first place in its category at
the Murray State University.
Industry & Technology Exhibit.
Births reported include a girl
to Traci and Jeffrey Smith and
a boy to Sandra and Earl Grogan, May 22.
3r/ years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education has authorized the
purchase of five new school
buses to replace five used vehicles that will be phased out in
time for the school year, according to Supt. Jack Rose.
Pottertown Homemakers Club
held a luncheon meeting at Brandon Springs Camp in the Land
Between the Lakes. Don Henderson, guide, took the group
on a native hike explaining various places of interest to visit.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Freddie Allgood. May 20.

R L. Cooper. past president
of the Murray Lions Club, was
speaker at a meeting of the club
to honor past presidents.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs John Simmons,
May 9.
Betsy Riley was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly No. 19 of Order of the
Rainbow for Girls.
Si years ago
Eddie Lee Wells, honor grad-

is

uate of Murray High School,
was named a recipient of an
alumni scholarship given by the

Murray State College Alumni
Association at its annual banquet.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Dawes, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Graves
Ferguson and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Hay Overcast.
Mr. and Mrs. W.R. Weatherford were married for 50 years
May 28.
GO years ago
U.S. Senator Alben Barkley
told the Murray State College
graduates to guard their freedom at the commencement exercises held at MSC.
Published is a picture of Roy
Farmer, Paul Butterworth and
Price Lassiter with the fish taken
while they were fishing out of
Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lockhart
and Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood
Crouch of Lynn Grove have
returned home after a visit with
Lt. and Mrs. Conrad Jones and
daughter, Jan, of El Paso, Texas.
and Mr and Mrs. Ralph Crouch
of Las Cruces. N.M.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Dad's dates disappear when they
hear of troubled daughter
DEAR ABBY: I am a 54year-old divorced father of one
daughter. I'm fin look good
for my age and earn a good
income as a consultant. I'm
not nch, but I own a condo
and have a sizable retirement
fund.
I have a
strong desire
to remarry,
but I have
some "baggage.' My
daughter,
•Danielle,'
is bipolar.
has
She
done nothing
since
By Abigail
graduating
Van Buren
from high
school last
year but get into trouble.
Danielle has been arrested for
drugs and stealing, and hangs
out with a rough crowd. My
ex-wife does not have the inner
strength to throw her out, which
would probably be the best
thing for her This is out of
my control, but still, women
I date lose interest in me when
they learn about my daughter.
I hate to lie, but I think I
may have to start when we
trade information about our
children. Theirs are often very
accomplished, so the contrast
is terrible. Should i make up
some half-truths until the time
is right to tell the whole story-?
I'll follow your reconunendahon. -- EMBARRASSED IN
vriacstNi
DEAR EMBARRASSED:
Your daughter suffers front a
mental illness. She belongs in
treatment, not on the streets.
That your ex-wife hasn't thrown
her out isn't a reflection of
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Today is Monday. June 2, the
154th day of 2008. There are 212
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 2. 1953. Queen Elizabeth 11 of Britian was crowned
in Westminster Abbey. 16 months
after the death of her father, King
George VI.
On this date:
In 1857. English composer
Edward Eiger was born near
Worcester, England.
In 1886, President Grover
Cleveland married Frances Folsom in a White House ceremony.
In 1897, Mark Twain. 61, was
quoted by the New York Journal
as saying from London that "the
repon of my death was an exaggeration."
In 1924, Congress passed a
measure that was then signed by

President Coolidge granting American citizenship to all U.S.-born
American Indians,
In 1941. baseball's "Iron
Horse," Lou Gehrig, died in New
York of a degenerative disease,
amyotrophic Lateral sclerosis; he
was 37.
In 1946, Italy held a referendum which resulted in the ltahan
monarchy being abolished in favor
at a republic
In 1966, the U.S space probe
Surveyor 1 landed on the moon
and began transmitting detailed
photographs of the lunar surface.
In 1975, Vice President Nelson Rockefeller said his commission had found no widespread pattern of illegal activities at the
Central Intelligence Agency.
In 1979, Pope John Paul II
arrived in his native Poland on
the first visit by a pope to a

DEAR ABBY: I live in
Chicago and commute to and
from work each day on the
El train, which is typically
crowded. There are never
enough seats to go around.
What surprises me is the lack
of thoughtfulness that men
show when it comes to seating. It's extremely rain for a
man to offer a seat to a lady.
In fact, I have watched men
race past women to grab seats.
Just the other day, there was
a very' pregnant woman on the
train and not a single person
offered her a seat.
I'm not trying to portray
females as the needy, weaker
sex, but some chivalry would
be nice. In this age of equal
rights, am I outdated in my
thinking? -- NEEDS A SEAT
IN CHICAGO
DEAR NEEDS A SEAT:
I don't think so, but there are
those who would argue with
us. With more people using
public transportation because
of increased fuel prices, seats
are at a premium. One would
hope that the commuters would
practice good manners, but if
a man didn't offer a pregnant
woman his seat during the
commute. I would offer her
mine rather than force her to
stand on swollen feet and
ankles.
0•••
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

70-year-old can stop taking
estrogen replacement
,
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you dugs blood calcium).
YtJUI current physician as corplease give me some information
on estradiol and if it can cause rect At 70, you no longer peed
breast cancer None of the arti- estrogen therapy. You may :cipecles 1 have read have 'aroma- nence symptoms of mebdmiuse
non about nu subject
once you're off the medication.
I am 70 years old and have but tapenna off will like!j reduce
been taking diem.
estradiol
There are several varieties of
since having plant estrogeria (Egroven and oth
had a com- ers) available on the market that
plete
hys- might be suitable. They are availterectomy 25 able without a prescnption. These
years ago. A are very effective for some peofew
years ple, but not tor everyone. They
ago. I asked provide relief from menopausal
my gynecolo- symptoms, such as hot flashes,
gist
if
I night sweats and mon without
should quit or the increased nsk of cancer and
reduce to a other side effects. Before starting
half dose, but any new medication, discuss -this
By
Dr. Peter Gott she advised I with your physician
lose
Other options to •ccintrol
would
my protection against osteoporo- menopause symptoms (especially
sis. I now have a new gynecol- night sweats and hot flashes
ogist. who is urging me to taper include black cohosh (see packoff and eventually stop the hor- age instructions). ginger (one 1 mone altogether I don't agree inch piece as needed), vitamin E
(800 IU daily). acupuncture (two
with him.
Are there any natural hormones to three times weekly ), increased
soy intake (50 grams daily) and
I can take?
DEAR READER: Estradml is exercise (20 to 30 minutes, four
an estrogen-replacement medica- to five times weekly I. Ginger is
tion. It is used for the treatment also beneficial for the treatment
of moderate to severe salsai and of motion sickness.
As for osteoporosis protection.
vaginal atrophy. symptoms of
menopause, to replace estrogen there are several things you can
after removal of the ovaries, treat- do. First, take calcium (1,200 to
ment of osteoporosis (when non- 1,500 milligrams) and vitamin D
estrogen medications are inappro- (400 to 800 IU ) supplements daily.
pnate) and palliative (comfort) Weight-bearing exercises are also
treanniza of breast cancer In cer- helpful If you develop ogeopcnosin there are several preseripl.tion
tain women.
Estrogen therapy is associated medications available, such as Foswith an increased risk of heart amax. Boniva and others.
Follow your doctor's advice
attacks, strokes, blood clots,
endometrial (uterine lining) and Don't be afraid to ask his opinion anew ahernanve options. such
Isieast snan
-- —nrs, encrnearda, gallblad
der disease and hypercalcrmia as those I mentioned above.

Gott

WitraciBridge
West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
•A K 10 9 7 2
•A
•A 9 74
•K 6
EAST
WEST
*5
•8 4
•K 8 7 4
Q 10 96 5 2
•KQ62
• 5
+1842
+753
SOUTH
•QJ 6 3
.13
•.1 103
*A Q 10 9
The bidding
heath
West
North FAS(
2V
3•
4•
1)1,le
6
Pass
Opening lead -- eight of diamonds.
This deal occurred in the semifinals of the 19,0 World Women's
Team Championship, in a match
between two teams from the United
Stales.
Whom the deal was played at the
first table. North wound up in six
spades and had no trouble making 12
tricks after East led the king of diamonds. It is worth noun, however.
that the contract would have made
against any other lead. If East leads a
heart, for example, deelarer simply
aim and eliminat.es hearts, clubs and
the opposing trumps before ducking

a diamond to East, who is endplayed.
At the second table, the bidding
took an unusual turn when West
started the proceedings with a very
skimpy weak two-heart hid. After
North doubled, East bid three diamonds, which by partnership agree
ment showed heart support and
requested a dimnond lead. As a result
of these shenanigans. South became
declarer in Us spades. and •West's

opening diamond lead put the contract in distinct leopards
However, Sharon Osberg. the
declarer, found the solution to -her
precise-malt ny turning the oppcneon' bidding against them. She its
up the ace of diamonds. cashed the
ace of spades and ace of hearts, then
led a spade to the queen.
At this point, she knew that Eon
had most likely started with four
hearts, for, or five diamonds and
exactly two spades This is turn.
meant that West held more clubs than
East, making it more likely that West
had the club jack.
Foamier the catnap of her convictions, at trick foe Osberg led the
ten ofclubs and. when West followed
loss, let it ride! It was then a simple
matter to cash dummy's king, return
to her hand .with a spade and chscgird
two diamonds from dummy on -the
A -Q of clubs She then conceded a
diamond and claimed the slam. to salsage a tie on the deal.

Tomorrow: Sylvia dom.: it again.
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4 Panorama
9 Gross!
12 Balloon filter
13 Eager
14 Glasgow turndown
15 Lobbies
17 Post
19— day now
20 Locates
21 Leafs out
23 Musical note
24 Sneaks a look
27 Querying
sounds
28 Nearxtertial
home
30 Figure-skating
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31 Sigh of =intent
32 Robed
34 Intormal parent
35 Dater showdown
37 Sooner city
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Communist cannery.
In 1986, for the first time, the
public could watch the proceedings of the U.S. Senate on television as a six-week experiment
of televised sessions began.
Ten years ago: Voters in California passed Proposition 227,
which effectively abolished the
state's 30-year-old bilingual education program by requiring that
all duldren be taught in English.
Monica Lewinsky hired a new
defense team, Jacob Stein and
Plato Cachens, replacing William
H. Ginsburg as her lead attorney
Five years ago. President Bush,
visiting the Middle East. pledged
to work unstintingly for the goal
of Israel and a Palestinian state
living side by side without bloodshed. The Federal Communications Commission eased armts on
media ownership.

weakness, but a measure of
her strength of character.
You and your ex could both
benefit from joining a support
group -- and I have one for
you. It's the Depression and
Bipolar Support Alliance. Since
it was founded in 1986, it has
grown to more than 1,000 support groups nationwide, and
offers advice and online information for persons with depressive and manic-depressive illness and their families. To find
a chapter near you, call tollfree (8001 826-3632 or visit
Web
its
site:
www.dbsalliance.org.
Under no circumstances
should you concoct any 'halftruths" in an attempt to cover
up your situation. A woman
who would write you off
because you have a sick child
doesn't souni like much of a
catch. And any woman with
a head on her shoulders would
resent having been misled.
I don't know where you're
finding the women you've been
seeing, but I recommend you
fish in other dating pools. In
a support group you might
meet someone with whom you
have much in common.
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38 Morse signal
39 Rough cabin
41 Fnckge maker
42 Duller
4.3 Reddish-brown
horses

45 Green parrot
46 Watch out'
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51 Ms Hagen
52 Assortment
54 Geologic
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18 Stand in good
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LEGAL NOTICE
Notice a hereby given that FMB Bank. Inc. 101
East Brosdway, Mayfield. Graves County, Kentucky
42060 intends to make application to the Federal
Deposit Insnrance Corporation for approval to super
ate-• branch banking facility at 1304 Cher:tut
Street. Unit E. Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky
42071
Any person wishing to comment on this application
may file his or her comment, an writing with the
rnalintial director of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation at the appropriate FDIC office at 500
West Monroe Street, Chicago. Illinois 60561-3697,
not later than Theeday, June 17th, 204)8 The nonconfidential portiona of the application are,., flle in
the appropriate FDIC office and see available for
public inspection during regular businrsa hours
Photocopies of the non-confide:Mal portion of the
application all be made evadable upon request

liele
PART- T'ME help need.1 Must be able to

Ncek weekends Apply

Persen at Duano's
between 200-4 00prn

ACCOUNTING clerk
PayroN, A/P, MI Excel
experience a must
Willingness* to learn
Pleasant personality
Call 270-438-2798 as*
LAtratr4

Murray 1.Nlger
1901 Whitnell Avt,.
Murray. KY.
Pit Sf' Ph(fritv

Pena Corporation, a premier suppose of wineows
and doors, is seeking a motivated team oriented
people for our Murray. KY facility Be a part of
our high energy, fast-paced learn with significant
opportunities for gentile Our company is built
upon trust, inteor*, and respect for the indindLAI Come Ken the tea& To apply complete an
application at the Career Centers. 200 South 56'
Street, Murray KY. or 319 South 7th Street,
Mayfield. KY

-4E10110nioBnuhaven of Benton now has a full-lime position for an experienced cook for nursing home
environment Must be able to wort days, after Apply in perum it
mains and weekends
Brathaven of Bemon 2607 Main Street Sentan.
KY Nu phone calls please EOFJAAE

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Agent

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Cell (270)210-2533

'

'att.

•
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I,

Terry Imaceaaren Isaacs. Own,.

,r`# 1 11

Li..., 1 -i•11.1..1 , 11,1.1 1

HELP WANTED
Maintenance Technician
The Purchase District Medlin Department is seeking
&miltants to fill 2 1211-11111e p(0111011 as a
Maintenance Technician at the Calloway County
Health Center located in Murray. KY to perform
duties which include hut are not limited to: builduig
Inaintenancc, Janitorial services or related work
Stamina sales is 3944 pet hour 01 up to 3709.50 Biweekly
Education/Experience High %shoot or GED and le
months of education in general repair or closely
relined or High school or GED and two years of
experience in general maintenance or other maintenance responsibilities that would include the ability
to recognize electrical. plumbing, and mechanical
mall-uncut/L. or equipment failure Additional ripe.
nence in the fact.) can substitute for the htgh
school/GED on a year fie year has,. not to est.x.d
four years Pre-employment screening is required

fti•g
Digital Cable. High-Speed Internet.
Telephone. From One Source.

NE'/AVE
DiRECT SALES REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED
NesieWave Communications a currently seeking a self-motivated individual to fill the position of Direct Sales Representative for our Murray,
It locator

Responses:
Purchase District Health Department offers an excellent fringe benefit package w ith an increase in salary
upon successful completion of a 6 month probationary period Applications may be ptsked up at the
Calloway County Health Center or at any Puishase
Distriti Health Center Resumes DO NOT substitute
lot applications Complete applications MUST be
returned to the Purchase Menet Health liepartnient.
PO Box 2357, Paducah KY 42002 no later than
slow of business June 11. 21/08
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Openings
3rd Shift (10:30pm-7 00err)
Pella Corporation

Luck in price, tingle pay or
payment plan.

Phone (270)759-1565

ADMINIS THAT tY_E
ASSISTANT POSIF/T front office adminposrtion.
istrative
mature, dependable
murti-tasker with bookkeeping/payroll knowledge. detail oriented
good social skies, and
motivated. able to
meet deadlines and
handle busy phone,
en;oy dealing with public, willingness to learn
our procedures, mainconfidentiality,
tain
knowledge of Microsoft
Office. some overtime
required during tax
;Jan-Apr
season
office errands. benefits
package,
reference
required, reply to: PO
Box 527, Murray, KY
42071

••• PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary ant.

8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

• F.011(01101101011 Rester, Record remecung the within protect ha. beer maw by (Atka's,
Cour,..hisal doormat the envommental roams of the promo and more fully set. forth the
reason My such StOe110111 t• 001 marred This Erroronenenul Its IVA Recon1 on Ilk at
the Mose Mims rid is evadable for public esanunation and copying. arm requess oi the
comedy anigedenecutises office bet...,cen the houn of IS ens and 4 p

Short brown
and black dog Call to
claim 270-227-1879,
270-4q2 ruyr

Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles,

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

MCI-I iC Industrial Park Pnarta

Found

11111111111M11111;

0111MINESS di SERVICE DIRECTORYI
eulialagui
Mea St Umaintraielar411111-FOI NAM
Itherea ari
1404174737
117001641.1

270-7sa aral

Lalknucelasieta aeuribuitir-Mactiu_ial 421..E1

Fend

1,
--visA
111mli

"ll Stephens or Ashley Morris
rime Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax; 733-1927

14111
Nibs

THE Murray Ledger &
Tones considers jtl
sources rehable, but
inaccuraciee do occur
Readers using this
mlormabon do so at
Met own risk. Although
persons and cornpa(1200 MOM/000d herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
arw o as employees
accePt arry responeibilwfatsoever for their
elivites

SOO

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for LPN's.
We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky.

Apply in person at Britthaven of
Renton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641S
Benton, Kl'42025

CYTECH
Ris
Al I IC ARV INC_

• Serl cable and communication solutions to assigned Weal by Promoting the features, benefits and value of New/slave Communications
products and services
• Speak ir public forums
• Deal directly with potential and existing customers
• Possess good communication and public relation skate
OU1111111C29101111:
• Self-motivated
• Attention to detail
• Professional attitude and appearance
• Idertify, qualify, and develop posrtive, proteseronal relationships with
prospective clients
• Team Player
• Good organization skills
• Good communication skills
• Previous sales experience preferred
Requirements:
•Current drivers license
•Good driving record
• Preemployment drug screen
• Provide MVR
• Must have own vehicle and autc insurance
NeanNave Communications will provide oasis salary plus commission
and an excellent benefits package
Paid vacation, health insurance, sick pay, 401k. paid holidays, floating
holiday, and other benefits available
INTERESTED APPUCANTS SHOULD SUBMIT
A RESUME & COVER LETTER TO:
Kimberly Hooker
el Montgomery Plaza, 4th Floor - Skeeter), MO 83801
KHooker0neveeravecorn con. /573-472-9502 (taxi

We Core About 17/silent Cars
Pukno Dose Call Center is seeking applicants for Patient Service RepresentatiVes
PSRs are responsible tor contacting all
assigned patients monthly. taking patient
orders, verifying patient information and
placing the order in a timely manner

DATE POSTED: 05/12/00
DATE CLOSED. 005/4/08

TEMPORARY AO TOBACCO WORKERS
07/14/00 TO 10/31/06 KY 003156319
WORKMAN FARMS

Nets Sailiod

DISCLAIMER
Expenence in medical field and administra
eve record management preferred but not
rewired Strong customer service background preferred Regular hours wit be
Monoay - Fnday 8am to Sperm All positions
rec,uire minimum educational background of
high school diploma or GED equivalent
Please deliver or mail your reeume to 120
Max Hurl Drive Murray, KY or email to
resume pulmodose0role& corn

Wage $9.13 hr. 3/4 contract guaranteere all
tools, and equip. furnished. Housing provided
tor those beyond commuting. Transportation
and subsistence pay, after 50% of contract
completed. Apply for this tots at the nearest
Kentucky Office of Employment & Training.
Demon of Workforce Development Office ailing
rob order number above with a copy of this
advertisement.

We are en Equal Opportleitiy Employe.

CLASSIFIED MAILS:
classified

riurrayiedger.corn or amorris

MUrrayledger.com
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BP Truck stop has
Fuel
openings for
Desk
Customer
Service
Representative and
Full-time
Maintenance Person
Customer serve* representative must be
able to provide outcustomer
standing
service and ability to
maintain clean, customer friendly 11111V1r0C1Maintenance
mem.
position requires valid
DL and dependable
transportation.
Responsibilities
include lot, building,
and light equipment
maintenance.
Max
Fuel offer a competitive
pay, paid vacation after
one year employment
and 4013< plan. If interested please apply to
person at BP Truck
Stop. 2185 US Hwy
841N
EOEiRtTOL
Broadcasting has a
full-lame opening for a
wee site
administrator.
PrevOus full time web
site experience with
mast
knowledge
of venous languages
and cedes required
Resume to

jubsowlwx.com.
E 0.E. that hires without regard to gender,
race. age, Of national
origin
DO you love working
with we/
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for yout Full time and
Part time positions
available
API* at
Wee Care
1095 156' St
Murray, KY 42071
1270)753-5227
SONIC of Murray is
looking for •XpaltrI111fteed
Restaurant
Manager. Pay rate
and
benefits
will
depend on experience. Please send
resume
to:
Restaurant Manager,
1542 Caldwell Rd.
Murray, KY 42071.

I GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

M

Wahl
HELP Wanted. Office
Assistant for a posabon
KY
in
Murray,
Computer and clerical
skills a must. Pay commensurate on additional skills. Full-bnis position kmly. Benefits
include vacation and
eaaitti
insurance.
Apply ri person at 901
Arcadia Circle or isto
mart
resume
John0wardeneiectx c

mg-

HR assistant- organized, computer Menne,
extremely good interpe-sonal skills to work
tcr a rapidly growing
company Start immediately Call Lorraine
270-436-2798

LA RGE
SE_LECTION
MAID APPtiAlle/
WARD EAKINS

IMMEDIATE OPENING& full-time, training provided, must be
pay
dependable,
hourly tale and bonuses. Apply in person:
Sygnmasters, 8503 US
Hwy 88 East, Benton
(Fairdealing)

(I

rat
oil

(170) 153 1713
Mem Firraisklap

Need furniture?
We sell new & used

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS

MOW kir- apØc
bons for all posMons
and all ahlfts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Delveln, 217 8. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
priori* calls.

1407

111E0Etiandlo
CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
Backhoes used Case
580SL 58055.1, others
4x4 ex-hoe several In
stock Standard & mini
excavators
36-42'
Slcytrak & Gradall telescopic forklifts Case
dozers-550E $23,500,
8501< cab/air 14005rr
new
UC $84,900
Wends Sneer 731-3633680

PAINTING Contractor
is recruiting eApen•
professional
enced
iourneymen painters.
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience. Position
ecludes benefit plan
,ocioding
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice meiesarae.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This cornea.
ny is an equal opportunity employer

JD 600 Hiboys $3,500.
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500.
Tobricc.o
sticks, .15 each Can
deliver.
(502)550-4080

snwts BMW*
MOTORCYCLE
helmets, }tickets. &
saddlebags Jerry's
Spoiling Goods,
Mayfiele

ink & Madan
Home
AMANDA'S
Daycare has opening
or her home Small
daycare at a great
environment
home
Auto bono accepted
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031

'"ONliklEA Finance'"
38R. 28A, near lake.
6058 Dunoar Rd. New
$3,950
Concord
S495,month
down.
Bonnie Byelly Broker
(270)752-0729

CLEANING houses 20
years experience. 270759-9553
HOME cleaning
seraeces. 227-7129

1989 14x70 Northern,
2 Da 2 Be_ furnished.
porches
included,
$6,000 after 5:00
(270)436-5701

If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me
(270)767-1636

1996 Patriot, 16x80.
38R. 2bath, vinyl
2x6 walls,
excellent condition.
(270)489-2525
26R. 2 BA, kitchen
wit!.
appliances,
$5,700 753-9477

WILL set with elderly in
home, nursing home.
or hospital. Wilt also do
house cleaning. 7537129. 210-4173
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
ServiciaSales
Repair WUpgrades
759.3658

2001 16x80 Clayton
MH, 3-Bedroom, 2Bate. WiApprox 1 acre
new landscaping. 2-car
carport, 12x16 outbuilding, remodeled
inside last yew, front
porch and back deck.
very clean. 759-9362
0-ASV OtIALIFY- Do
you Own or nave
access to land,Zero
down on a new Clayton
FREE
home
APPROVAL 731-6849429.

AKTIGUES, Call Larry
753-3633

1111
UN To suit

9e
es

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-8004

ode

BUYING old US Coin
Paying
collections
Blue Book value 2936999

oaf

Mother 01 two seeks to
rent 3 bedroom farm
house within 20 miles
of Murray for $300$400 monthly Call
270-991-2003
Mereveres Forams

CASH paid lot
good, used guns.
Benson Spoiling
G000s 519 S 12th
Murray

king
rises
)race
and
Irons

2 BR. WV. ()tee( no
pe
pets.
$355
month.293-6070

(Aassabit...crrn

28R duplex, race.
CJH/A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
7539808
2BREr 3813 flerttmerrts
available Great location
year ease. 1
no
month deposit
pets 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses
$630-900 per month
No pets
Includes
wash•ridryer,
overestove, dishwasher and refrigerator
Utilities riot
Ch-1,A
included Mead avetani
Townhouses
;270)348-0458
384811, 28A available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BA 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR house. CM/A. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt. 7531252. 753-0608, 7613694.
3 BR. 2 BA all appliances. Avalimbie now.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE 7539898

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
CaM 761-7355

NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
Et vnorhara
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1.800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoleng apt upstairs.
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5960

Meek Haws For

Dr a

web
th

Main

761-7653

WELDERS- Openings
for HS grads ages 17.
34. No experience
required. Call today for
interview. 1-800-7776289.
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Fonda

l40 Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plant to see CM Se1111CLon of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCD* Rear Protection
also
LG
Toshiba.
Hita -;hi & Sony We
heve a large eelection
of entertainment centers tt TV carts
Bossiey Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

oM

LA

1 Or 2 BR apartments
Mn pets' Please leave
270-753mescage
1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

SCRAP
CARS

VERY large, 3 BR.
BA with garage. 908
20th St. $750 per
month. 759-4529
Rail
1 BR and 2 BR houses
for rent 753-9636
2 BR, 1 BA, new
hardwood
kitchen,
floors, close to 1.413U.
attached garage. no
pets 711 Payne St.
$475 per month. 270293-3710
4 BR. 2 BA. brick,
newly
remodeled,
hardwood floors Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave No pets $800
monthly. 270-293-4602
2
BEAUTIFUL
washer,
Bedroom,
AC,
dryer, central
smoke and pet tree,
wood and tile floors.
603 Vine St. $595/mo.
226-8008.
BEAUTIFUL new bTliCk
home for rent 3 BR,
2.5 BA. 2 car garage,
in new subdivision,
Cali after 5:00 4365701.
2 BR. 1 BA.
NICE CM/A. WA) hookup.
fresh paint and carpet
1522 N 41h SI. $400
per month. 2 bay Shop
on property . Available
for $150. 753-8855.
Non-See*ing 3 or.
brick, 11110fagle, nice
yard. no pets. $645 per
mad'. 293-8070.

A&F Warehousing
New MSU $20-50
753-7868

APPLIANCES
1 -BR
incieded Partial utilities paid. $300 per mo
752-0456
V Is
rant
rate
will
iortend
to:
OW.
Rd.

I

111/1
Far lieN

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE
)
AUCTION

os For Arm

I

L1

Monday, June 2, 2008 • 51i

1

BOWFLEX ultimate 2
51.000- 293-5662
COMPLETE Sand
Sun Easy set 13001
$275 obo
18x411
Walmart new $399.
270-759-4209

DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the count; has
CM Terrell Tldmit

753-9075
270 227-2193

HMI, 411-1/2 S 8th
St. $285/mo • secunty 474-2520

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
(505 Diuguid

Thursday Everektg, June 5th - 7:00 P.M.
ma Madame & Lase Alfred Jams.Farm
Filassar Murray, Katritaimity

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applaationv

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Location: 284 Railroad Ave. - Main Street - Poplar Street
Murray. RE Great Location East of Court Square.

Dexter - Hardin Community
Fronting Hwy 1346 And Peeler Road

INDUSTRIAL ZONED COMMERCIAL PROPERTI

From Murray,KY,Take Hwy 641 North 7 Miles To Dexter. Proceed East On
Hwy 1346, Cross Over Hwy 1824 And Proceed Oct East 3 Miles Front
Hardin. KY A. The Jot Of "Hwy 641 & 407. Take Hwy 641 South 1 5 Metes
To Hwy 1346, Cross Over Hwy 1824 And Proceed On East 3 MOOS
4 ION OM Of The Now Say IS Fs,Lam • Noria C.rwarai Caliotsa County

or-imfts.

2 A
2.

Tract% Amid Ceseastsisiaiticsin,.
DOWNS BOTTOM LAND • HOMESTEAD SETT190S
Small Farm Tracts Of
40.730 Acres- 22.750 Acres - 03.992 Act*.
What A Groat Opportunity
Just A Short Drive North Of Murray, ICY
Sarno - Ponces - Smart - Now Shisrve
Ira 3

Ares Of Tracts 1 ft 2 Are Saildkagi Saligniat Si Ms
Osidar Mon
Tasioset Rliglots Par 2000.
larmealtrif The Lassillards Perlissi Of Tar Oreer anarraira.

Rae

REAL_EMIETILICM
L,OCATION ON_MALY ST -POPLAR ST - RAILROAD AVE.

-

111% Sow ROI GOA Ilidsiorma Of II Res • Re llarer. Proximo)
....r-jimorroor asiarirsra imam - wawa
TRACT I*.204 Railroad Ave. Murray,KY 6347 +1- Sq. Ft. Metal
1114w Marleoi ar
Consevnarifty4Ls
r
eseseces
roves arvi
Block Building With Loading Dock - 3 Overhead Doors. Scale House
for
HarclIn
With Winslow Scales All Situated On A 113 Acre Tract.
etasfrola Norco
oh
MINN orTRACT 2* - Maim Street And Industrial Road - Features 232.66'Peet
Of Main Street Frontage. And 269' Feet On Incluvtnal Road. Being A
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
Corner Lot Containing I .40 Acres.
I-ANC Y FARM KY.- 270-623-8466
TRACT 3* - Main Street And Industrial Road -Features 251.49' Feet
C
iC
{H
irdr r1.1i frtil if
Of Main Street Frontage. And 260.40' Feet On Industrial Road. Being A

-JAMES.- IR. CASH

Corner Lot Contatrung 1.60 Acres.
Morriss For Sea
9 week old AKC repstired yellow Lab pupmale, 2
1
pies.
females. 1st shots.
$200. 270-759-9375
leave message.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-8288
Celt (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 pm. M-F

Jack
ADORABLE
pups
Russell
Tricolored, males and
females. $85 489-6136
after 5:30. 752-0010

KEY MINi.
WAREHOUStS

Farm raised Australian
puppies,
Shepherd
Pembroke
Welsch
Corgi AKC, regetored
Toy Poodles, home
raised, wormed and
shots Judy Turner
618818-499-1282
672-4778

•
1850 Si RI 12.1..S.
Mora . K Y 1-2071'27', 7515b2

Toy Poodles and Malt
Poo's $150-$400. 270489-2761, 270-5194472.

L RENT
MINI-STORAGE
729 S. 411-I
'aver of 1211.41
WIN $25 SexIS $46
(270) 42-e-2524
t27111 2434196

18F1'. big bailey, 4
horse, goose neck
trailer with dressing
wilt" $3,600 obo.
270-328-8099

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 753.
2905 or 753-7536

GOATS for sale 270293-9048, 270-7050602

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Inside climate Control
storage
•Secunry alarmed
-Sate & dear
-We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauts
753-9600

Mausn leap,S liars 1.a.
i4mastngSri %mu.
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eNe
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FSBO: 4 beril4 bath
updated older home
AMP office, !pima; dining room are, large eat
in kitchen. 1 1,2 mile
front Murray on 1 acre
rn/1 with fenced back
yard. Hardwood floors.
new carpel and nicely
landscaped. 5129,900.
Call anytime for details
at 270-978-0881

For sale: 3 BR, I BA,
brick home East side
of Murray. 270-2272162.

COMMERCIAL property with 1,500 sq. ft
building located on
121N inside city limits,
$1,200 month, available June 151h. Cal
753-2225
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location 753-2905, 2931480
OFFICE space for rent,
appx. 1.800 sq.ft
per
$1.000
month *deposit . 12th
street location 2937874.
SHOPS
4417s417, gas heat. insulated,. 12 ft walls
Located 405 Sunbury
Circle, Murray Call
Carlos Black 270-436
2935

FSBO Corner Lot *27
(.47 acre) Saddle
Subdivision ,
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd &
Atkins Way. Murray
532.000 obo. 270-7594209.

1503 Henry St 3814.
2 BA and office, corn
renovated,
pletety
gourmet kitchen. granite, stainless steel.
hardwood floors, deck.
in city limns $144.900.
Call 761-4639 Or 561445 9422
Greg Thykt

Attorney at Low

Cogracts, Deeds
Taw Oakes
M-45SS

753,4813

HAIRIRIS
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
34355 ST RI 45 NORTH
MAYFIELD KENTUCKY 42066
DALE RAY HARRIS Broker Auctroneer
MICHAEL-HARRIS Broker Auctioneer • (270)24.7-3253 OR 800-380-4318
IG

,'NAL

,r,•C,NEFPC,

Aide Pats

Savors Oared

Santa 011ersd

USED TIRES
-4.

Mowing
Lawn
1
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services aiso.
227-8658 Cell

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etC.
Insured.

Cali 753-5606

.06 Chevy Equinox LT.
loaded,
burgundy,
753-3643,
510.900.
753-68A8.
94 Cherokee sport.
runs good. $1,450
270-492-8614
Uead Can
rEa

YOUR AO
COULD-BE ,
HERE FOR
ONLY 575 00
CALL 751-1916
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush temming, and more.

Rill Electric
Since 1986

r

763-35410
Niebilettasiv
200 N.5th
lit ell
111.1'

MURRAY Real Estate
Paw Licensing Class
June 5-28. Weekends.
270-223-0789. Prepay
$960.00 debit/credit 0
www.amencancareertraining.com

New 2-4

Bedroom homes
In Stiverfleld
Bodges.
Matt casings
293-7872
REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees.
510'age shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248.500.00
753-2905 or 293-8595
TWO bedroom 1 bath
eacn side. freshly
remodeled, . one sele
has double carport
Great location
$141,900.00 Call for
further inforrnatioe.
753-2905 or 293-8595

753-3500
McKinney
/twx. Services
5th

140

FOR sale repossessed
2006 Nissan AJtena
very good condition,
26,000 miles. $15.000.
Tim or Donna 270-4366074.
99 Buick Park Avenue
Ultra Sedan, 4 0, 3 8L
supercharge, leather.
full power, local owner,
Serviced,
regularly
149.000 moles $5.500.
753-8096

Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562

Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Fro pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling. adciitions
decks. home & mobile
home epair water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel, fill dirt &
top soil. (270)2933252

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

in/C41
Range
Ford
01
extended cab, step
side, great condition,
$3,500 obo. 270-2938053.
99 Ford Ranger supercab. 4 DR. 821< miles.
loaded sharp. $6,400.
978-1548
1999 Ranger XLT, 4
cyl 121k. blue. 52.500
293-7675

111Mr MOM
753-3300
McKinney
Less. Services
100 N,5th
87 Glastren 16' ski
boat. 88 HP Evinrude
with low hours, garage
excellent
in
kept,
shape, economical fun
270-210-4219

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM
• Reskiental and Commercial'
• Electnc.al Repair and Construction
'Security and Camera Systems
'24 Hour Service
•Locemed and insured
,>
\
-Fres Estimates**

i

(270) 227-3574

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR
24

H(ai.3R

T

vv ea

1-'C.I.AL12.1.IiQ. ;Le
• De* £ Gasder. Enprie
•At Condtioning Rpm • Engine Reetridrng
• ailmis Uniodd • Roadside Ausaiteu

rig
800 Chestnut St

• Murray, KY .

NORM
753-3500
MA:feanm'y

=Alt SILO LISIItS
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

REAL ESTATE TERMS: l5% Doen Day 01. Sale Balance In 10 Dais • A 100
Buyers Premium Will Be Added To final Bid Price And Int I uded In The Contract Pike
Poierwil Bidder May Vie. Brochure if %Achille For All Terms And Conditions

24 Noun mama

yieriav.cam

14110N UAW

ALLTION HELD ON SITE AT 2104 Railroad Are, Murray,KY!
REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 1040 AM REGARDLESS OF PRICE
BID ON' THE TRACT COMBINATION THAT BEST Firs YOUR NEEDS!!!

ale 1111021"-

Fair

inert. ,ontact 544 Counwl
kr,r Maim.(7031M(slOnn

4,000 sq ft. warehouse available month
to month. 270-8320012.

DOG Obedience
438-2858

Open House Saturday
May 24th 9:00-1:00, 3bedroom, 1-bath,
1200/Sq-ft. Brick home
1•1 et acres, CHA.
Large Fenced
Backyard, Patio.
$75,000 firm, 615804-7444

ruty

2.000 sq ft. of retail or
office space 8 401
Maple Se, on the
square in Murray. 270978-0698.

4 hula

4 BR, 2 5 BA house
Bonus Room. 2,500
square feet - 2212
Brookhaven Dr.
Murray
2 car garage. corner
lot. Beautifully decorated, hardwood in LA &
DR. Tile in kitchen and
bathrooms
$229,000(270)5590980
BY Owner: 3-811/2Bath/Cereal AC/open
°ewer on large enwiy
lot,
separate
has
Expansion
duplex
potential. Great investment opportunity Near
MSU $154.500 Will
sell house/duplex separately 753-8585.

.1"4'1.2
l't`, 9.0

•talr lown lorbul dewrimmahori

Drive • Murray, KY 42(171

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

Selling For Crop Production Services, Inc.
Thursday, June 12th, 2008 (c_b 10:00 AM

I.Se
106 Pi. 5

trirM

7
aril be
• Wort to help

Call us .vre

•

I AWN SERVICE
Mioving, Manii using.
tanchi aping Altai Vacuuming
s,mfacterin guasantci d
17-1,11

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

•

i70-752-0313

Owner Contractor: LA Hickm
Residential Construction
New Homes,Additions & Re
•Guaranteed professional & ret
•In.ured
*Competitive Se reasont=

1
•

4

113 - Monday, June 2, 2008

Uncertainty looms despite farming's good fortune
Fr•drIcli
Plumbing Inc.
•Ein•re•ncy
P,,anbing Sty
.4cir
,
•R•p•if •Flemod•I
•Nove conellucloon
M•stier Plumber
le•ntricl I Inibur•cl
(270)0711.1ele
•

EITtANDON'S Outdo°,

JOE S JOBS

VINVICS

1)4owing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mutt,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 600 (270)4365277

KSZLIMII
1.111MenrielLieD
'Vent %earl
tXMLIPai
•Ossin balms.
Aomori..numumo
110460
NADEAU'S
Conetruollon
•Floonng •Oecks
•Vinyt siding *Ali
Home Improvements
(270)17e-2111
Licensed/insured
eadeauconstructior net
MCKNIGHT Repair,
108 Starks Ln., Alm°,
KY. Now offerieq, Sat
repair and used fires.
along with welding,
Cub, home repair 270227-4325.
. FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
•
Trimming. remove!.
stump grinding, firewood. insureci. 4892839.

& special
•Ionay ownediopened
itS0415i • 293-271131
1
2,3-2784

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do cc at
nek
their
own
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger 8
Times, nor any of its
employees aLcept any
responsibility whatsoever for ther activities.
TROYER'S
Pole
Construction,
barns, shingles, metal
roofing. Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

tu have earned last year. The average over
By JIM SUHR
the past decade: VI.1 billion.
AP Business Writer
"What we're seeing overall is that the
ST LOUIS (API --- Chris Hausman
knows how to pinch pennies. But the central rural economy is on a tear," the Illinois Farm
Illinois corn and soybean grower couldn't Bureau's John Hawkins said.
The Agriculture Depanment predicts
help splurging recently, trading in his 1994
U.S. faring= will plant 86 million acres of
tractor for one 10 years newer.
He calls it cautious upgrading, the kind of cons this year — down 8 percent from 2007,
thing possible when incomes of Hausman when cons pis:tinge were the hi;,:eara :ince
and so many other U.S. growers are at levels World War II Plannngs of soybeans are
they haven't seen in years, thanks to last expected to be up 18 percent this year, at
:year's perfect max of lofty price; for their nanny 75 million acres
This year's showing, unsurprisingly,
crops and timely rains credited with big
might binge on the weather. Drenching
yields.
-It's an exciting time in agnculture.- spring rains already have slowed cons and
Hausman, 49, says from his farm just south soybean plantings for many growers in
of Champaign. III. In a notoriously risky Illinois and elsewhere, and farmers know
business, "we farmers should never be late starts can cut into yields. There% also
ashamed of talking about having a good the prospect of summer drought and what's
income year. We're in a highly capitalized been the meteoric nse in costs of so-called
industry, and a person needs to be rewarded "inputs" — requited things such as fertnizer,
fuel and seed.
for that investment on occasion."
03171 prices have ballooned in recent
By many measures, these are those times.
Nationally, the Agriculture Department's years. driven by rising glottal demand and a
research arm forecasts that high commodity heavily subsidized ethanol industry that
prices will push net farm income nationwide turns the crop into fuel. On the Chicago
to $92.3 billion this year, op 4.1 percent Board of Trade, the cash price for corn has
from the $88.7 billion farmers are estimated ascended from $1.86 a bushel in the 2044-

BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Tuesday. June 3, 2008:
Your resolutions stick this year.
You will get a chance to have a
new beginning in an appropriate
area of your life. Your creativity
surges, you have an abundance
of ideas. You seem to be an endless source of energy and charm
to many. Do use your natural talents toward your highest benefit.
If you are single, others find you
unusually attractive and cannot
get enough of you. The problem
will be a tendency to be unusually one-sided in your perspective. Try to think like your
potential sweetie. Defer a little
more often. If you are attached,
1 mele cat, mother ca you might be more domineering
and 2 kittens (2 1/2 than usual. Stop if you don't
months) 731-247-6177 want a problem! GEMINI
understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
1-Difficult

TRENCHING
731482-3961
ri0O6-5288

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** You might plrich yourself, as you feel substantially difte.reet today You sea it Threigh
focused, you Vat alOre fun and frivolity enter Visit with those who
you normally don't. Use the
moment well Tonight: Need a

new car or computed Stan looking.
TAURUS (April 204illay 20)
*** Your sign Is known tot
good money sens ). Allow
greater flow between you and
those who have the funds. Yes,
you want quality. but when does
that need become excessive?
Distance yourself from an
expenditure. Tonight: Pretend
you are Ridph Nader.
GEMINI(May 21-Jone 20)
***** Much is happening.
Note a tondo:cy to be frivolous
silty.
Understandhp
and
between you and others develops to a new level. Your warmth
melts any resistances. deer Out
problems ASAP, stone INe Faroe
is with you? Tonight What would
make you smile?
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You migtit Merit le turn a
situation around in on
ate manner. Tune in to your Inner
set, and you will krwew Nun*
what to do. If you feel a lottery
ticket (or something comparable)
is a good risk, go for It. Toni"
As you wish.
LEO (July 23-Au9- 22)
***** If you relax, nothing
wit be a problem Ali you might
need to do is make a minor
adjustment Meetings, friends
and people In general *to,
Decide if you went to looirage a
project or idea. Others love
being around you. Tonight: AR
smiles

Whole home surge protection is FREE
when you have Expanded Basic Cable
or Internet Service!
Call today for details.

Murray Eloctric

2005 ioarketing year to the price lately of
about $h per buniel.
Soybeans, $5.8n a bushel in 2004-2005.
nowadays are fetching about $13.
Farmers are tnaking the most of the windfall. With about 2,200 acres ills( south of
Springfield. III., corn-and-soybean grower
Garry Niemeyer is channeling his extra
income into trying to pay off a 35 year loan
on 300 acres he'd bought long ago.
"I'm not going to tell you a Lie — I'm
bs
makine more money than I did a year
quite a bit," says the 59-year-old
who's been farming since he was 5. He
expects to make a 10 to 15 percent return on
his investment this year, narfine the 2 to 4
percent return he says he' typically made.
Even so, fanners are being socked by
soaring costs of fuel and fertilizer, digging
into their profits.
Hausman recently spent $3.90 for each of
the 1,000 gallons of diesel fuel delivered
recently to his farm; five years ago. he figures the price was about $1.50 a gallon. A
ton of anhydrous ammonia, a fertilizer, is
tetching around $800 a ton, more than double what Hausman says he was paying few
years ago.

VIRGO(Aug. 234opt. 72)
**** Assume responsibility
and gain strength. Investigate
and willingly lead someone to a
new level. Understanding opens
up between you and a boss. who
obviously likes you a lot, whetner
it is your nna performance or who
you are. Tonight A must appearance.
USRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Events, people or
another opening experience
mews you to see others in a new
perspective. Take.a wain to doer
your head. A new beginning
becomes possible Those in the
Sind of law, publishing or education are favored. Tonight: Say
yes to adventure.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Someone's invitation is
too good to say no to.
Investigate events with a partner, check out a new option
together. Working as a team
proves to be most effective. A
new beginning becomes a definite possibility. Let it happen
Tonight: Stay chilled out.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Disc.
21)
***** Listen to news trcm
partner
loved one, associate
It this person ivould like to try
something new, encourage him
.,;at!ii •••••••a•
1:11!io

anesums•

greet hIm 01 tier. Good feelings
oars be exchanged if you make
this effort. Tonight: Go out to canner en'tti a revorne person who

makes you smile.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 10)
***** You might want to
rethink a decision revolving
around your wolf( and an immediate situation. Lighten up about
a change or realization that
daily
your
impact
could
tife_Tonight: In the game of life.
AQUARIUS (Jan, 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your sunny and ingenious manner draws many people
toward you. Recognize just how
much you do offer. A romance
could be budding it you are single. If you're in a creative 'held,
your mind is popping with ideas
Tonig-ht Fun and more fun
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** If you're considering a
change on a personal level, think
And brainstorm with those who
could be impacted. For some, it
might be as simple as repainting
a room. For others it could be a
purchase of a new tome or moving 'n with someone Tonight:
Order in.
BORN TOOAY
Presioent of the Confederacy
Jefferson Davis (1808)
, poet Allan Ginsberg (1926),
painter Raoul Duly (1877)

